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!!! IMPORTANT NOTICE !!!

Treat this report as an inspiration tool for idea generation, do not rely solely on this data, always double check with
other sources. The more sources you use to validate your thesis – the better.
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1. Trending Searches Last 7 Days (2023-12-17, Regions: US, CA, GB, AU) (2023-12-17)



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 1)

Company name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Grant Thornton LLP  Accounting company 121.6 130.2 Global accounting and advisory firm.

Salvatore Ferragamo S.p.A.  Fashion company 258.0 79.5 Italian luxury fashion company known for crafted footwear.

Capita
 Business process 

outsourcing company 
951.1 76.1 Uk-based bpo and professional services company.

Valentino  Fashion company 438.4 72.1 Luxury fashion brand and company known for haute couture.

Epic Games  Video game company 160.7 64.1 Video game and software developer known for fortnite.

Goyard  Company 205.4 63.1 Luxury french luggage brand known for handcrafted bags.

New Era Cap Company  Apparel company 251.9 61.6 Headwear manufacturer known for its sports caps.

Dior  Fashion company 196.6 50.0 Luxury fashion brand known for haute couture, ready-to-wear, and accessories.

Avalanche  Blockchain platform 37.3 48.5 Decentralized blockchain platform for dapps and custom blockchain networks.

Academy Sports + Outdoors  Retail company 105.3 44.7 Retail chain selling sporting goods.

Farrow & Ball  Company 153.0 41.9 British manufacturer of paints and wallpapers.

WeatherTech  Company 77.3 39.8 Brand known for custom-fit automotive accessories.

C&A  Retail company 133.0 33.0 International chain of fast-fashion retail stores.

Hallmark  Manufacturing company 84.5 30.9 Company known for greeting cards and media production.

JNCO  Company 132.1 29.4 Clothing brand known for wide-leg jeans.

Solana  Blockchain platform 17.2 25.8 High-performance blockchain supporting decentralized apps.

Le Labo  Company 183.8 25.0 Luxury fragrance brand known for its artisanal scents.

Sanrio  Theme park company 43.1 20.5 Japanese company known for creating hello kitty and other characters.

Broadcom Inc
 Semiconductor 

manufacturing company 
157.4 20.2 Global semiconductor company.

Gemini  Company -56.0 20.1 Cryptocurrency exchange and custodian.

Prada  Fashion company 181.8 19.2 Italian luxury fashion company known for designer clothing and accessories.

DeepMind
 Artificial intelligence 

company 
50.4 18.8 Ai research lab known for ai advancements and alphago.



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 2)

Company name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Macy's Inc.
 Department store 

company 
135.8 18.6 Large american department store chain.

Givenchy  Fashion company 160.9 18.5 Luxury fashion brand known for haute couture, perfumes, and accessories.

Acne Studios  Fashion company 52.0 18.4 Swedish luxury fashion brand and company.

Hugo Boss  Fashion company 64.5 17.5 Global fashion brand known for premium apparel.

Polk Audio
 Home electronics 

company 
11.2 17.3 Manufacturer of audio products known for speakers and soundbars.

Michaels  Specialty retail company 32.2 16.5 North american arts and crafts retail chain.

Gap Inc.  Clothing retail company 67.4 16.1 Global clothing and accessories retailer.

Synology  Corporation -48.3 14.7 Company known for network-attached storage (nas) devices.

Affliction Clothing  Clothing company 41.8 14.4 Lifestyle brand known for edgy designs, often linked to mma.

Helzberg Diamonds  Retail company 47.5 13.3 Jewelry retailer in the united states.

Oura
 Health technology 

company 
50.6 13.2 Health tech company known for its smart ring.

Porsche  Automobile manufacturer 23.0 13.1
German automobile manufacturer specializing in high-performance sports cars, suvs, and 

sedans.

State Street Corporation
 Financial services 

company 
8.3 12.3 Global financial services and bank holding company.

Skechers USA Inc  Footwear company 57.0 12.0 Global footwear company.

O2
 Telecommunications 

company 
9.6 11.8 Telecommunications brand and company operating in europe.

Brookstone  Retail-store company 134.2 11.5 Retail company specializing in innovative lifestyle products.

Lanvin  Fashion company 33.1 11.5 High-end french fashion brand known for luxury clothing and accessories.

Trader Joe's  Grocery store company 77.6 11.4 Us grocery store chain offering unique foods.

Dolce & Gabbana  Fashion company 132.6 11.2 Italian luxury fashion house known for apparel and accessories.

Gen Digital  Software company 359.2 10.7 Cybersecurity and compliance company.

GovX  Company 28.1 10.5 Online shopping site for military and government personnel.

Zara  Retail company 27.3 10.5 Global fashion retail brand known for trendy apparel.



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 3)

Company name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Aston Martin  Car manufacturer 37.0 10.4 British luxury car manufacturer known for sports cars.

Netskope, Inc  Software company 15.9 10.3 Cloud security company.

Van Cleef & Arpels  Jewelry company 141.7 10.1 A luxury jewelry, watch, and perfume company.

China Post
 Financial services 

company 
22.9 9.5 Official postal service of china, providing mail delivery and financial services.

Victoria's Secret  Lingerie company 76.6 8.4 Renowned lingerie and fashion brand.

Opera Software  Software company 4.6 8.0 Company known for its web browsers.

Snap-on  Manufacturing company 73.8 8.0 Company known for high-quality tools and equipment for professionals.

Minolta  Manufacturing company 32.3 7.6 Minolta was a Japanese manufacturer of cameras and imaging equipment.

Verizon Business  Corporation 20.1 7.1
Verizon Business, part of Verizon Communications, offers telecom solutions and is 

affiliated with One Talk.

Salesforce Marketing Cloud
 Marketing automation 

company 
24.0 7.0 A digital marketing platform by Salesforce.

Canva  Graphic design company 65.9 6.7 Online platform for graphic design and visual content creation.

LeapFrog  Toy company 136.9 6.6 Company known for educational toys and games.

Tiffany & Co.  Jewelry stores company 29.2 6.6 Luxury jewelry and specialty retailer.

McLaren Automotive  Automotive manufacturer 63.4 6.5 British manufacturer of luxury, high-performance sports cars.

Bulgari  Jewellery company 0.8 6.4 Luxury jewelry and goods brand from italy.

Thai Airways International  Airline -4.4 6.4 Thailand's flag carrier airline.

Casio  Electronics company 134.7 6.3 Japanese electronics company known for watches and calculators.

Chanel  Fashion company -4.0 6.2 Luxury fashion company known for haute couture, perfume, and accessories.

Manulife  Insurance company 13.6 6.1 Global financial services group offering insurance and wealth management.

Tonka  Toy company 18.4 6.1 Brand of toy trucks and construction vehicles.

Nike  Footwear company 99.5 6.0 Global footwear and apparel brand and industry leader.

Principal  Insurance company 0.8 5.6 Global financial investment management and insurance company.



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 4)

Company name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Charles Schwab Corporation
 Financial services 

company 
81.1 5.4 A leading investment firm offering brokerage and banking services.

Palo Alto Networks  Cybersecurity company 25.2 5.4 Global cybersecurity leader.

Versace  Fashion company 138.0 5.3 Luxury fashion brand known for bold designs.

Canon  Photography company -42.2 5.2 Multinational corporation known for its imaging and optical products.

Bowers & Wilkins  Company 33.0 4.9 British audio equipment company known for high-end speakers.

Ralph Lauren Corporation  Fashion company 78.6 4.7 Global fashion company known for premium lifestyle products.

Capital Group Companies
 Financial services 

company 
26.9 4.6 An investment firm offering financial services globally.

Guess  Clothing company 52.6 4.3 Global clothing brand known for its denim apparel.

Freightliner Trucks  Manufacturing company 50.4 4.1 Leading manufacturer of heavy-duty trucks.

Verkada  Company 32.7 3.7 Company specializing in cloud-based security systems.

Kobo Inc.  Company 23.5 2.8 Canadian company specializing in e-readers and ebooks.

Under Armour  Sportswear company 69.0 2.8 Sportswear and apparel company.

GMC  Automotive manufacturer 226.1 2.7 American automotive manufacturer known for trucks and suvs.

Puma  Design company 48.1 2.5 Global sports brand known for athletic apparel and footwear.

CUNA Mutual Group  Insurance company 118.2 2.0 Provider of financial services to credit unions and their members.

Toast, Inc.
 Financial services 

company 
31.6 2.0 Cloud-based restaurant software company.

Chobani  Company 31.2 1.9 Company known for its greek yogurt and other dairy products.

McFarlane Toys  Toy company 22.0 1.9 Creator of detailed action figures and collectibles.

Empower
 Financial services 

company 
41.2 1.8 Financial services company offering retirement solutions.

Paylocity  Software company 27.8 1.6 Provider of cloud-based payroll and hr software solutions.

BandLab Technologies  Music company 21.6 1.5 Digital music company.

Hostinger  Company 94.6 1.5 Web hosting provider and domain registrar.



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 5)

Company name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Hims  Telehealth company 22.8 1.2 Telehealth company offering prescription and otc health products.

Sun Life Financial
 Financial services 

company 
34.3 1.2 Global financial services firm, affiliated with sun life.

Ghirardelli Chocolate Company
 Chocolate and cocoa 

products company 
38.7 1.1 A historic American chocolatier founded in 1852.

Globe Life  Life insurance company 22.0 0.8 Insurance provider specializing in life coverage, affiliated with the insurance industry.

Leatherman  Manufacturing company 43.3 0.2 Brand known for multi-tools and knives.

Wrangler  Jeans company 22.5 0.2 Denim jeans brand owned by kontoor brands.

Brighton Collectibles
 Accessories retail 

company 
33.4 0.0 Retailer of women's accessories and jewelry.

Eppendorf  Biotech company 65.9 -0.2 Biotech company known for lab equipment, including pcr machines.

Blue Cross Blue Shield Association
 Professional organizations 

company 
24.0 -0.3 A federation of 35 U.S. health insurance companies.

MDCalc  Healthcare company 20.3 -0.5 Medical reference for clinical calculators and tools.

Jomashop  Watch company 28.0 -0.6 Online retailer of luxury watches and accessories.

Blackmagic Design  Manufacturing company 76.6 -1.3 Australian company known for its video editing products and cameras.

tastytrade  Financial company 139.6 -2.4 Financial network for trade analysis, affiliated with options trading.

Optum  Healthcare company 48.2 -3.8 Health services and innovation company.

United Concordia Companies, Inc.  Insurance company 43.3 -4.0 United Concordia is a dental insurance provider in the health industry.

Duluth Trading Company  Clothing company 29.6 -4.3 US-based workwear and accessories retailer.

Lexus  Car make 33.2 -4.3 Luxury vehicle division of the japanese automaker toyota.

Cymbiotika  Company 131.4 -5.2 Brand offering magnesium-infused dietary supplements.

Ascension  Healthcare company 20.9 -5.3 Non-profit healthcare organization.

King Arthur Baking Company  Food company 22.5 -5.3 An American supplier of flour, ingredients, baking mixes, and kitchen tools.

All Nippon Airways  Airline 21.7 -5.7 Japan's largest airline, known for global & domestic flights.

OnTrac  Company 59.9 -6.1 Logistics company offering regional shipping services.



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 6)

Company name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Tazo
 Beverage production 

company 
155.4 -6.7 Brand of tea and herbal beverage products.

FedEx Ground  Transport company 48.2 -8.0 Package shipping service specializing in ground transportation.

Vercel
 Web hosting service 

company 
98.9 -9.1 Cloud platform for static sites and serverless functions.

Hugging Face  AI company 134.8 -9.2 Ai research company specializing in natural language processing.

LATAM Airlines  Airline 150.1 -11.6 South american airline holding company.

Osiris Shoes  Skateboard company 58.9 -18.7 Skateboarding footwear brand known for its innovative designs.

Hanesbrands  Clothing company 212.3 -31.3 Global clothing manufacturer.

Mott's  Company 397.7 -34.2 Company known for apple sauce and fruit snacks, part of keurig dr pepper.

Panasonic  Electronics company 701.4 -36.4 Multinational electronics corporation based in japan.

FSA Store  Company 47.5 -39.4 An online retailer specializing in Flexible Spending Account eligible products.

Mission Lane  Company 177.7 -82.0 Fintech company offering credit cards and financial services.

Yahoo!  Company 235.4 -85.3 Web services provider known for its web portal and search engine.

OppFi  Company 994.0 -133.6 Fintech platform offering accessible financial services.

Metro by T-Mobile  Wireless company 213.8 -192.0 Prepaid wireless service provider.

FTMO  Trade company 220.8 -210.2 Proprietary trading firm offering funding to traders in the forex and futures markets.

Carelon  Company 2340.0 -617.2 Healthcare company providing various medical services.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 1)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Wonka  Film 1712.5 783.9 Upcoming film exploring willy wonka's origins, related to warner bros.

Declaration of independence  Topic 2212.5 422.5 Historic document asserting U.S. autonomy from Britain in 1776.

Starface World  Topic 1763.6 398.2 Platform related to starface hydro-stars, a skincare product for pimples.

ire  query 251.2 251.2 'Ire' is a term for intense anger. No direct affiliations with companies or brands.

President  Corporate title 162.1 159.3 A 'President' is a top executive role in companies or head of state in politics.

Modern Language Association  Professional association 796.5 88.3 An association for scholars of language and literature.

Sod  Topic 86.6 75.6 Section of grass-covered soil held together by roots.

Addiction  Topic 798.3 75.2 Chronic disorder involving substance use or behaviors.

bubble skincare  query 2428.5 70.8 Bubble skincare refers to a brand offering gentle, acne-targeted products.

Amazon Luna  Topic 142.7 63.1 Cloud gaming service by amazon.

Latkes  Food 91.4 61.6 Latkes are traditional Jewish potato pancakes, often served during Hanukkah.

zekrom  query 24.1 55.0 Legendary dragon/electric-type pokmon from the pokmon series.

JW Marriott Hotels  Hotel brand 239.7 50.3 JW Marriott is a luxury hotel chain owned by Marriott International.

pacers  query 72.7 46.1 Pacers refer to the Indiana Pacers, a professional basketball team in the NBA.

def leppard  query 20.3 44.7 British rock band formed in 1977.

Emote  Topic 166.6 37.8 An emote is a way to express emotions digitally, often as an animated icon.

Fortnite  Online game 103.6 37.8 Popular online multiplayer game by epic games.

tyreek hill  query 92.3 36.8 Professional nfl wide receiver.

bard  query 309.8 31.5 Google's ai conversational service, related to the gemini project.

1v1 lol  query 70.6 29.7 '1v1 lol' is an online game simulating a one-on-one battle arena.

hooda math  query 181.9 24.6 Educational platform offering math games.

sky king  query -9.0 22.9 Sky King was a 1950s American radio and TV adventure series.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 2)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Blindfold  Topic 107.6 20.9 A blindfold is a cover worn over the eyes to block vision.

Porsche 911                                    930 16.9 20.8 Iconic sports car model by Porsche AG, known for performance and design.

nicotine zyn  query 219.9 19.3 Nicotine pouches by ZYN, a smokeless tobacco alternative.

lego  query 32.4 18.2 Line of plastic construction toys produced by the lego group.

freezenova  query 83.8 18.0 Brand associated with online gaming, offering various games and tools like auto clickers.

Crossbody  Topic -53.6 17.1 Crossbody refers to a style of bag worn across the body.

Vaginal yeast infection  Topic -47.7 16.3 A fungal infection causing vaginal irritation.

norton lifelock  query 52.9 16.2 Cybersecurity brand offering anti-virus and identity theft protection.

United Healthcare  Topic 180.7 16.2 Diversified health and well-being company.

Vocal music  Type of music 27.3 14.7 Music genre with singing as the primary focus.

minecraft lego  query 4.9 14.2 Line of lego sets themed around the minecraft video game.

Harvard University
 Private university in 

Cambridge, 
27.8 14.1 Prestigious Ivy League university in Cambridge, MA.

911 gt3 rs  query 211.8 13.4 The 911 GT3 RS is a high-performance sports car by Porsche.

Sickle cell disease  Disorder 18.3 12.1 A genetic disorder causing red blood cells to deform.

Muscle  Topic 275.7 12.0 Tissue that contracts to produce movement.

hydrogen water  query 34.3 11.5 Water infused with hydrogen gas, claimed to have health benefits.

Warframe  Game series 753.7 9.9 Free-to-play cooperative action game.

Erewhon Market  Supermarket chain 76.6 9.4 Upscale american organic grocery store chain.

Sundowning  Disease 30.2 9.4 Sundowning: a syndrome causing agitation in dementia during evening.

Affliction  Topic 24.8 8.4 Affliction refers to a state of pain, distress, or grief.

Xbox Cloud Gaming  Game console 42.9 8.4 Cloud-based service for streaming Xbox games.

Photoreceptor cell  Topic -8.2 8.0 Photoreceptor cells are neurons in the retina that convert light into signals.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 3)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Unblocked Games FreezeNova  Video game developer 76.3 8.0 A developer of accessible browser-based games.

Footwear  Garment 45.5 7.9 Footwear refers to garments worn on the feet, primarily for protection and comfort.

sanrio characters  query 65.1 7.7 Sanrio characters are a lineup of cute, iconic mascots from the Japanese company Sanrio.

Anti-obesity medication  Drug class 46.4 7.6 Drugs prescribed to aid weight loss and treat obesity.

gazelle  query 103.7 7.2 Adidas Originals Gazelle is a classic sneaker style known for its simplicity and comfort.

Napkin holder  Topic -5.5 7.2 A napkin holder is a device used to store and dispense napkins.

signified  Topic 131.6 7.2
In semiotics, 'signified' refers to the concept a sign represents, often searched in relation to 

Spanish language interpretation.

pertussis  query 13.8 6.2 Pertussis, also known as whooping cough, is a highly contagious respiratory disease.

Path of Exile  Video game 31.6 6.1 An action RPG game developed by Grinding Gear Games.

Household  Topic 26.9 6.0 A household consists of one or more people living in the same dwelling.

Slingback  Shoe 70.1 6.0 A slingback is a type of woman's shoe with a strap around the heel.

m3 g80  query 82.0 5.9 The 'm3 g80' refers to the BMW M3 model with the G80 designation.

Authenticator  Topic 67.9 5.7 A security tool for two-factor authentication, often linked to tech companies.

MLA Handbook  Topic -70.1 5.6 A guide for academic writing and citation standards.

Diamond  Topic 25.1 5.5 Hard, precious gemstone formed from carbon under high pressure and temperature.

Pricing  Topic 19.0 5.4 Process of determining the value of a product or service.

Geometric series  Topic -20.2 5.1
A geometric series is a sequence of numbers where each term after the first is found by 

multiplying the previous one by a fixed, non-zero number calle

spt  query 57.7 4.8 SPT refers to Standard Penetration Test in geotechnical engineering.

The Plaza  Hotel in New York 24.8 4.8 Historic luxury hotel in new york, known for its grandeur and cultural significance.

Musical composition  Topic 80.4 4.7 The creation of original music, involving melody, harmony, and rhythm.

Vertex  Geometry 37.1 4.7
A vertex is a corner point where two or more lines meet, often in geometrical shapes like 

triangles.

billie eilish perfume  query 69.1 4.5 A fragrance line by singer Billie Eilish.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 4)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

BMW M3 (G80)  Car model 98.6 4.5 The BMW M3 (G80) is a high-performance luxury sedan by BMW M GmbH.

Parlay  Topic 32.7 4.4
Parlay refers to a cumulative series of bets in gambling or an act of using one's skills to 

increase advantage.

poor meaning  query 43.1 4.4 Defines 'poor' as lacking resources or quality, often linked to poverty.

Vitamin deficiency  Condition 345.8 4.4 A health condition caused by insufficient intake of vitamins.

fragrancenet  query 22.6 4.3 Online retailer of perfumes and beauty products.

Hemoglobin  Protein 33.3 4.1 Protein in red blood cells that carries oxygen.

M340i  Topic 40.0 4.1 The M340i is a performance model of the BMW 3 Series.

sonography programs  query 70.7 4.1 Educational courses to learn ultrasound imaging.

ultrasound jobs  query 41.0 4.1 Employment opportunities for professionals skilled in medical ultrasound imaging.

Rate  Mathematics 20.5 3.6 Rate refers to the ratio between two related quantities in different units.

highlander xle  query 24.7 3.4 The Highlander XLE is a mid-level trim of Toyota's SUV, featuring upgraded amenities.

pimple patches  query 43.2 3.2 Pimple patches are small adhesive treatments for acne.

glycine  query 25.6 3.0 Amino acid involved in protein synthesis.

mla format generator  query 28.6 3.0 An online tool that automates the citation process in MLA style.

correct grammar  query 53.1 2.9 Correct grammar refers to the set of rules governing language use.

Milliliter  Volume 71.9 2.9 A milliliter is a unit of volume equal to 1/1000th of a liter.

jardiance  query 45.1 2.8 Medication for type 2 diabetes, by boehringer ingelheim.

Silver  Chemical element 20.8 2.7
Chemical element with symbol ag and atomic number 47, known for its conductivity and 

use in jewelry.

Cause  Medicine 21.8 2.6 Cause: Origin or reason for pain or disease, including UTIs.

codon  Topic 31.5 2.6
A codon is a sequence of three DNA or RNA nucleotides that corresponds with a specific 

amino acid or stop signal during protein synthesis.

Video game modding  Topic 26.0 2.5 Altering game content for new gameplay.

schwab  query 59.4 2.3 'Schwab' refers to Charles Schwab Corporation, a finance and investment firm.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 5)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Vite  Topic 54.1 2.3 Modern frontend build tool.

Broker  Topic 28.7 2.1 A broker is an intermediary facilitating transactions between buyers and sellers.

true religion  query 55.1 2.1 Brand known for premium denim products.

glp-1  query 126.0 2.0
GLP-1, or Glucagon-like peptide-1, is a hormone involved in glucose metabolism and 

appetite regulation.

Respiration  Physiology 85.5 2.0 Biochemical process of energy production in cells.

CapCut  Software 71.8 1.9 Video editing app with keyframe animation, sound effects, cropping, and lut capabilities.

CarPlay  Topic 40.9 1.6 Apple's in-car platform for ios device integration.

ozempic cost  query 153.8 1.5 Price of the diabetes medication Ozempic.

STL  File format 42.0 1.5 File format native to the stereolithography cad software.

gimkit  query 62.8 1.4 Interactive learning platform similar to blooket, focusing on math puzzle games.

Swarovski  Fashion brand 26.0 1.4 Austrian producer of glass known for its cut crystal and jewelry.

consumer goods  query 22.6 1.3 Products bought for personal or household use, not for manufacturing or resale.

skincare products  query 37.3 1.2 Products formulated to maintain and improve skin health.

Azzaro  Fashion brand 92.0 1.1 Luxury fashion brand known for fragrances and apparel.

Grace period  Topic 30.1 1.1
A grace period is a set time after a deadline for a debt payment, during which a late fee is 

waived.

3D printing  Topic 22.5 0.9 A process of making three-dimensional objects from a digital file.

Private browsing  Topic 48.1 0.9 Web browsing mode that doesn't save user's activity.

Cell signaling  Topic 30.4 0.8 Process by which cells communicate and coordinate actions.

chococat  query 45.6 0.8 Fictional character from the hello kitty series, created by sanrio.

elf blush  query 79.5 0.8 e.l.f. Blush is a cosmetic product for adding color to cheeks, affiliated with the e.l.f. brand.

Fruit  Plant structure 23.4 0.8
Fruit: A mature ovary of a flowering plant, often edible and sweet, closely related to 

vegetables.

Adapter  Topic 21.8 0.7 A device for connecting pieces of equipment that cannot be connected directly.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 6)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

essentials hoodie  query 49.2 0.7 A casual sweatshirt from the Fear of God Essentials clothing line.

Stomach  Topic 20.8 0.7 The stomach is a digestive organ associated with abdominal pain and discomfort.

Suspense  Topic 26.3 0.7 Genre creating tension, often in thriller or mystery.

Downloadable content  Topic 36.3 0.4 Digital media available for download, often as game or software add-ons.

Reddit  Website 21.5 0.4 Social news platform, hosting user-generated content and discussions.

amiri  query 37.5 0.2 Luxury fashion brand known for high-end denim, apparel, and accessories.

kuromi  query 65.9 0.2 Sanrio character, known for her punk appearance and mischievous nature.

Over-the-counter drug  Medicinal 26.6 0.1 OTC drugs are medications available without a prescription, used for common ailments.

culture kings  query 28.2 -0.1 Retailer specializing in streetwear and lifestyle products.

pro club sweats  query 26.0 -0.2 Pro Club sweats are a line of sweatpants and sweatshirts.

bard college  query 23.9 -0.3
Private liberal arts college in new york, known for its progressive education and arts 

programs.

dash  query 39.1 -0.3 Cryptocurrency focused on privacy and fast transactions.

National Health Service  Government department 42.4 -0.4 The UK's publicly funded healthcare system, providing medical services to residents.

Aquaphor  Drug brand 30.0 -0.5 Brand of skin care ointments.

Itch.io  Website 50.8 -0.5 Indie game marketplace and community platform.

Proton Mail  Topic 24.1 -0.5 Secure email service with end-to-end encryption.

brain break  query 44.9 -0.6 Short mental rest periods during learning or work to improve focus.

national debt relief  query 47.0 -0.6 A service aiding individuals to reduce or restructure their debt.

perimenopause  query 56.1 -0.6 Phase before menopause with hormonal changes.

Dexmethylphenidate  Medication 27.0 -0.7 Dexmethylphenidate, a generic ADHD medication, is the active isomer of FocalinXR.

Kurt Geiger  Topic 87.1 -0.7 British footwear and accessories retailer.

Grain  Food 35.5 -0.9 Grain refers to the seeds of cereal plants like wheat, rice, or corn, used as food.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 7)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

kahoot join  query 81.7 -1.2 'Kahoot join' is a search query for accessing Kahoot! live quizzes using a code.

Physical activity  Topic 35.3 -1.2 Physical activity refers to bodily movements that expend energy.

Bleeding  Topic 37.7 -1.3 Loss of blood from the circulatory system.

magnesium oil  query 102.7 -1.4 Topical solution of magnesium chloride used for skin application.

Incremental game  Topic 74.0 -1.5
Incremental games involve players performing simple actions like clicking a space bar for 

progress.

Plagiarism  Topic 27.2 -1.5 Unauthorized use or close imitation of existing content.

Psychiatric-mental health nurse practitioner  Topic 30.1 -1.7 A specialized nurse practitioner focusing on mental health care and treatment.

Chrome Hearts  Topic 40.0 -1.8 Luxury biker-inspired lifestyle brand.

hello kitty  query 51.1 -2.0 'Hello Kitty' is a popular Sanrio character known globally, often featured on merchandise.

uggs  query 47.5 -2.3 UGGs are sheepskin boots originating from Australia, associated with UGG brand.

Next.js  Topic 53.7 -2.6 Open-source react framework for building web applications.

Lisdexamfetamine  Medication 44.0 -2.8 Stimulant medication for adhd and binge eating disorder.

facebook marketplace  query 54.2 -2.9 An online platform by Facebook for buying and selling goods.

Federalist  Topic 111.3 -3.0 Federalist refers to supporters of the US Constitution, opposed by Anti-Federalists.

Slipper  Shoe 23.5 -3.1 Slipper: A light, comfortable shoe typically worn indoors.

paraphrase tool  query 148.1 -3.7 A software that rewords text to avoid plagiarism.

Melee  Topic 36.9 -3.8 Melee refers to close-quarters combat using handheld weapons.

carplay screen  query 52.9 -3.9 An interface display for Apple's CarPlay system in vehicles.

Sound board  Music 128.2 -4.2
A sound board is a device or software for mixing audio signals, used in music production 

and live performances.

Herbal tea  Beverage 28.4 -4.5 Beverage made from infusing herbs, spices, or other plant material.

Insurance policy  Topic 125.4 -4.8 A contract providing financial protection against losses.

Remote work  Topic 26.2 -4.8 Remote work refers to employment that is performed outside traditional office spaces.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 8)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

Stitch Lilo & Stitch 31.2 -5.0 Animated alien character from disney's lilo & stitch.

Hoodie Clothing 79.2 -5.1 A hoodie is a sweatshirt with a hood, often with a 'Nike' logo, popular in men's casual wear.

Real-Time Streaming Protocol IP 28.5 -5.1 A protocol for controlling streaming media servers.

Fanatics Topic 21.8 -5.6 Online retailer specializing in licensed sports merchandise.

Word embedding Topic 70.2 -5.6 Technique in nlp for representing words as vectors.

New Balance Topic 51.4 -6.0 Global athletic footwear and apparel company.

A Bathing Ape Topic 22.3 -6.1 Japanese streetwear clothing brand.

Marni Fashion brand 36.4 -6.6 Italian luxury fashion brand known for eclectic designs.

unreal query 28.4 -6.6 Unreal refers to Unreal Engine, a leading game development platform.

maison mihara query 161.8 -6.8 Maison Mihara Yasuhiro is a fashion brand known for innovative footwear.

cd calculator query 54.4 -7.5 A 'cd calculator' is a tool for estimating interest earnings on a Certificate of Deposit.

capital one lounge query 105.7 -9.4 Airport lounge by Capital One, affiliated with Air France, for cardholders to relax.

NYSE:ORCL Topic 70.8 -10.5

Stress Biology 106.0 -10.7 Body's response to challenging situations.

magnesium supplements query 37.0 -10.8
Magnesium supplements are products containing the mineral magnesium, used to support 

dietary needs.

JCPenney Portraits Topic 70.1 -13.3 In-studio photography service offered by JCPenney.

shilajit query 496.4 -14.2 Sticky substance found in himalayan rocks, used in ayurveda.

best magnesium query 71.7 -15.0 Comparison of magnesium supplements for quality and efficacy.

chat query 115.0 -15.8 Chat refers to real-time text-based communication via internet or software applications.

Content similarity detection Topic 33.0 -16.0 Analyzing texts to identify shared or copied content.

scratch dash query 159.8 -16.2 Game or tool related to the scratch programming platform.

freestyle libre 3 query 46.2 -16.5 Continuous glucose monitoring system.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 9)

Topic name Type
Pop. 

Growth

Growth 

change
Description

METRO PCS Topic 33.5 -22.4
METRO PCS, now Metro by T-Mobile, is a prepaid wireless service provider, affiliated with 

T-Mobile US.

Fidelity Topic 35.5 -23.2 Fidelity refers to loyalty or accuracy; also a finance company.

Matco Tools Topic 24.7 -24.2 Brand of professional automotive tools and equipment.

IBM Topic 46.4 -24.4 Global technology and consulting company.

TOM FORD Fashion brand 32.2 -24.7 Luxury fashion brand known for high-end clothing and accessories.

Transamerica Topic 27.0 -25.4 Financial services company offering insurance and investments.

Audi Topic 27.4 -27.5 Premium automobile brand known for luxury vehicles.

Uber Topic 35.2 -27.9 Ride-hailing service by uber technologies inc, connecting drivers and riders.

Etihad Airways Topic 21.6 -29.4 Second-largest airline of the uae.

Ford Topic 28.9 -32.0 American multinational automaker founded by henry ford.

Hasbro Topic 152.4 -35.2
Global play and entertainment company known for toys and board games, and has 

partnerships with brands like marvel.

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel brand 53.1 -38.9 A luxury hotel brand under Marriott International.

rizz query 78.5 -41.6 'Rizz' is a slang term popularized by Generation Alpha, often used in social contexts.

LaserShip Topic 83.7 -43.6 Regional last-mile delivery company, affiliated with ontrac.

lost mary query 174.4 -44.6 Brand of disposable e-cigarettes.

Sony Group Corporation Topic 332.1 -45.6 Multinational conglomerate known for electronics, gaming, and entertainment.

Saint Laurent Topic 130.1 -50.8 Luxury fashion brand known for its modern and iconic pieces.

Artificial intelligence Field of study 245.2 -58.3 AI is the simulation of human intelligence in machines.

ai query 257.6 -62.1 AI, or artificial intelligence, is the simulation of human intelligence in machines.

9060 query 458.3 -66.7 The '9060' query refers to New Balance's 9060 sneaker model.

samba og query 543.0 -78.5
The 'Samba OG' is a classic Adidas sneaker model, known for its iconic design and 

association with soccer culture.

free ai query 394.5 -113.7 'Free AI' refers to artificial intelligence resources available at no cost.



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (as of 18-12-2023, 13weeks YoY, part 10)
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hellstar query 2218.3 -238.8 Term that could refer to a fictional entity or concept in various media.

gpt meaning query 2209.3 -8201.9 GPT meaning refers to 'Generative Pre-trained Transformer', an AI model by OpenAI.

chatgpt query 986.5 -32213.5 Ai language model developed by openai.



4. Google Trends Industries USA - 2W Delta (2023-12-18, 13weeks YoY) (Part 1)

Topic Name 
GT 13W

 Growth YoY
2W Change 
(13W YoY) Related topics & queries

Retail 9.2% 30.9%

topics: Job;Company;Business
queries: retail;retail stores open on thanksgiving;

what retail stores are open on thanksgiving

Outlet store 47.6% 11.9%
topics: Coach;Coach New York;Banana Republic Factory Store

queries: outlet

Credit card -4.2% 9.2%
topics: Credit

queries: credit card;goldman sachs apple credit card

Mutual fund -22.1% 8.6%

topics: Investment fund
queries: mutual fund;mutual funds;aggressive growth stock mutual fund;

primerica mutual fund login;
fixed income and money market funds are best suited for which type of investor?

Gift Card 15.4% 7.8%
topics: Gift;Ulta Gift Card;E-gift Card

queries: gift card;cyber monday gift card deals

Gift Cards 15.4% 7.8%
topics: Gift;Ulta Gift Card;E-gift Card

queries: gift card;cyber monday gift card deals

Espresso machine 0.0% 7.6%

topics: Machine;Espresso;Breville Group Ltd;Gourmia
queries: espresso;espresso machine;gourmia espresso machine reviews;

gourmia one touch espresso maker;
gourmia espresso, cappuccino, latte & americano maker with automatic frothing

Freight transport 1.3% 6.8%
topics: United States Postal Service;USPS;UPS SHIPPING CENTER;Time limit

queries: shipping;shipping deadlines for christmas 2023

Life Insurance 14.0% 6.7%

topics: Insurance;Life;Online degree;Computer security
queries: life insurance;online cyber security degree;computer science degree online;

commercial truck accident attorney

Alcoholic drink 26.3% 6.7%
topics: Drink;Christmas punch

queries: alcohol;can you buy alcohol on thanksgiving;christmas alcohol drinks

T-shirt -5.1% 6.3%
topics: Shirt

queries: shirt;grinch shirt near me;boys grinch shirt



4. Google Trends Industries USA - 2W Delta (2023-12-18, 13weeks YoY) (Part 2)

Topic Name 
GT 13W

 Growth YoY
2W Change 
(13W YoY) Related topics & queries

Retirement home 33.0% 6.3%
topics: Home;Retirement;Housing;LGBT;Greensboro
queries: senior housing;retirement;retirement home

Variety store 109.8% 6.2%

topics: Dollar Tree;Baseball;Sermon;Last Week Tonight with John Oliver
queries: dollar store;dollar store near me now;john oliver dollar stores;

what time does the dollar store open near me

Investment fund 40.6% 6.1%

topics: Mutual fund;Investment;Index fund
queries: fund;funds;end hedge fund control act;

end hedge fund control of american homes act;hedge funds single family homes

Clog 10.3% 5.9%

topics: Birkenstock;Birkenstock Boston Sandalen Schuhe black/tomato;L.A. Confidential;
Clog, Schwarz 36

queries: clogs;la confidential;portend;klompen meaning

Moisturizer 56.9% 5.8%
topics: Face;Skin;Cream

queries: moisturizer;collective prebiotic moisturizer;new drunk elephant moisturizer

Game controller 17.0% 5.4%
topics: Xbox;PlayStation 5;Xbox controller;Wii U Pro Controller

queries: controller

Computer monitor -11.2% 5.2%
topics: Video game;Laptop;Computer

queries: monitor

Film 18.7% 4.8%

topics: Movie theater;Theater;Netflix;Leo;Animal;Leave the World Behind
queries: movie;movies;renaissance a film by beyoncé;feast of the seven fishes movie;

animal movie review

Board game 6.6% 4.6%

topics: Game;Starfish;You Might Get Lost;Brick
queries: board game;board game wood brick sheep;very in french;

board game where players accumulate nyt

Refrigerator 3.4% 4.5%

topics: Mini Fridge;Turkey meat;Samsung
queries: fridge;refrigerator;good molecules mini fridge;

how long is pumpkin pie good for in the fridge

Foodservice 25.5% 4.4%
topics: Food

queries: food service;gordan food service;performance food group



4. Google Trends Industries USA - 2W Delta (2023-12-18, 13weeks YoY) (Part 3)

Topic Name 
GT 13W

 Growth YoY
2W Change 
(13W YoY) Related topics & queries

Hiking shoes 3.5% 4.4%

topics: Hiking;Boot;Timberland Men's White Ledge Mid Waterproof Boot;Columbia Crestwood;
Vibram

queries: hiking;boots;hiking boots;darn tough socks;
terrex swift r3 mid gore-tex hiking shoes;fast drying hiking shoes

Sony PlayStation 34.8% 4.4%
topics: PlayStation 5;PlayStation Portal;Sony PlayStation 5 Slim

queries: playstation;playstation wrap up;playstation wrap up 2023;ps portal restock

3D Printing 34.0% 4.4%

topics: Three-dimensional space;Printing;Printer;
Toybox 3D 1-Touch Kid-Friendly Childrens Toy Printer and 1 Coconut Printer Food Start;
Creality 3D Ender 3 Printer Economic Ender DIY Kits with Resume Printing Function 220;

Creality Ender 3 S1 3D Printer
queries: 3d printer;3d print



5. Weekly Growing Subreddits WordCloud (as of 2023-12-18)



6. Top Weekly Subscriber Inflows By Subreddits WordCloud (as of 2023-12-18)



7. Trending Subreddits (as of 17-12-2023)

Subreddit Subscribers 1M Growth
Subscribers 

Growth Delta %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

GTA6 507 380       329 750       173% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the upcoming 

video game Grand Theft Auto VI by Rockstar Games.

Money 201 390       48 779         25% finance
The subreddit is focused on discussions and advice related to money, personal finance, 

investing, and financial news.

chaoticgood 266 955       36 820         14% games
The subreddit page is related to the concept of 'chaotic good' which is commonly used in 

role-playing games to describe a character alignment. It focu

phmoneysaving 183 819       16 880         4% finance
The subreddit 'phmoneysaving' is categorized as finance because it focuses on money-

saving tips, advice, and discussions related to personal finance i

FortNiteBR 3 413 927    220 769       3% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the Fortnite: Battle Royale game mode by Epic Games, 

making it a suitable category for computer games.

Switch 253 151       13 647         3% games
The subreddit page is related to the Nintendo Switch, which is a gaming console. It is a 

community for Switch gamers to discuss and share their experi

classicwow 578 813       18 821         2% games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the game World of Warcraft: Classic, which makes it 

relevant to the category of games.

homeautomation 2 541 311    98 200         2% technology
The subreddit page is related to home automation, which falls under the category of 

technology. It focuses on discussions, news, and information about

artificial 613 065       70 633         2% technology
The subreddit page is related to Artificial Intelligence (AI), which falls under the category of 

technology. It is a community where people discuss an

CozyPlaces 4 188 906    190 109       2% relaxation
The subreddit page /r/CozyPlaces is categorized as relaxation because it focuses on 

creating a sense of comfort, warmth, and relaxation through the fe



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 17-12-2023, part 1)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

ModernWarfareIII 106 916             3143854% games
The subreddit page is related to the video game Call of Duty: Modern Warfare III, which is a 

first-person shooter game. It is a community where player

OpenAI 870 491             3038% technology
The subreddit page is related to OpenAI, which is an AI research and deployment 

company. It focuses on discussing and sharing information about artifi

BaldursGate3 1 381 360          1123% games
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the video 

game Baldur's Gate III.

ChatGPT 3 817 814          1000% technology
The subreddit page is related to discussing ChatGPT and AI, which falls under the category 

of technology.

ChatGPTPro 192 000             1000% technology
The subreddit is focused on discussions about the advanced capabilities and professional 

applications of ChatGPT, which falls under the technology cat

Monopoly_GO 121 054             1000% games
Monopoly_GO is a subreddit dedicated to the popular board game Monopoly. It is a place 

for fans of the game to discuss strategies, share stories, and 

whatismycookiecutter 273 381             1000% unknown
The subreddit page 'whatismycookiecutter' does not have enough information or a clear 

description to determine its category.

singularity 1 652 249          860% technology
The subreddit page is focused on discussing topics related to the technological singularity, 

AI, and human enhancement.

ciencia 254 528             733% scientific
The subreddit page 'ciencia' is categorized as scientific because it is a community 

dedicated to news and scientific discussions. Users in this subred

OUTFITS 1 170 783          400% fashion
The subreddit page r/Outfits is categorized as fashion because it is a place for users to 

discuss outfits, post their own outfits, ask for advice, and

Louisvuitton 185 973             379% brand related
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the brand 

Louis Vuitton.

UAP 132 871             358% unknown
The subreddit page is categorized as unknown because the abbreviation 'UAP' is not 

commonly known and there is not enough information provided to dete

StableDiffusion 435 518             357% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology as it discusses the protest against Reddit killing 

open API access, which is a technological issue. It als

beginnerfitness 1 235 443          329% health
The subreddit page is related to fitness training and provides a platform for Redditors to ask 

questions and share thoughts about their fitness journe

thelastofus 1 112 363          317% games
The subreddit is dedicated to fans of The Last of Us video game series and the HBO series 

based on the game. It provides a platform for fans to discus

Sephora 255 316             315% beauty
The subreddit page r/Sephora is categorized as beauty because it is dedicated to 

discussions, recommendations, and reviews related to Sephora, a popul

italygames 133 402             292% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to Italian video gamers, where they can exchange tips, 

curiosity, news, and previews about upcoming and existing video

IndianFashionAddicts 127 251             276% fashion
The subreddit page is about discussing and showcasing fashion, including different types of 

outfits and styles.

gamingnews 337 002             256% games
The subreddit page r/gamingnews is categorized as 'games' because it is a community 

dedicated to news and discussions related to games and gaming.

GTA6 507 380             245% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the upcoming 

video game Grand Theft Auto VI by Rockstar Games.

artificial 613 065             243% technology
The subreddit page is related to Artificial Intelligence (AI), which falls under the category of 

technology. It is a community where people discuss an

GTA 1 145 491          237% games
The subreddit page is related to the Grand Theft Auto (GTA) video game series, which falls 

under the category of computer games.



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 17-12-2023, part 2)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

PokemonScarletViolet 636 829             231% games
The subreddit page is related to the Pokemon game series, specifically the game Pokemon 

Scarlet and Violet. Users of this subreddit discuss and share 

DemonSlayerAnime 531 918             223% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to the anime series Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, 

which falls under the category of anime.

developersIndia 368 131             213% technology
The subreddit page is focused on software and tech topics, specifically for developers in 

India. It provides a platform for software and tech folks to

UFOs 2 051 301          207% unknown
The subreddit page r/UFOs is categorized as unknown because it does not fit into any of 

the predefined categories. It is a community for discussing un

esGaming 171 104             197% computer games
The subreddit page is focused on gaming and video games, specifically for the Spanish-

speaking community. It provides news and discussions about video

VintageFashion 511 642             191% fashion
The subreddit page is about vintage and retro fashion, where users can discuss and share 

photos of vintage looks, tips on wearing and maintaining vint

NFT 1 681 829          185% technology
The NFT subreddit is focused on discussing and sharing information about Non-Fungible 

Tokens (NFTs), which are a technological innovation in the digit

FluentInFinance 161 318             176% finance
The subreddit page is focused on money, finance, investing, stocks, stock market news, 

personal finance, real estate, cypto, options trading, and buil

SpyxFamily 393 096             171% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the SPY x FAMILY series, which is an anime/manga series by 

Tatsuya Endo.

AskPhysics 310 412             160% scientific
The subreddit page is related to physics and is dedicated to asking and answering 

questions about physics. It provides a platform for scientific discu

PcBuild 251 370             160% technology
The subreddit page r/PcBuild is categorized as technology because it is a community 

dedicated to PC building enthusiasts. Users can seek and provide h

beermoneyindia 186 626             154% finance
The subreddit page 'beermoneyindia' is categorized as finance because it focuses on ways 

to earn extra money in India. The community discusses various

learntodraw 1 098 678          136% skills
The subreddit page r/learntodraw is categorized as 'skills' because it is a community 

dedicated to helping people learn and improve their drawing skil

ChainsawMan 651 222             136% anime The subreddit page is dedicated to the anime/manga series Chainsaw Man.

IndianStockMarket 333 516             135% finance
The subreddit page is related to Indian stock market discussions and news. Users discuss 

various topics related to the stock market and its impact on 

KimetsuNoYaiba 582 707             134% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to the anime and manga series Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no 

Yaiba, making it a perfect fit for the anime category.

geography 454 789             130% education
The subreddit page r/geography is categorized as education because it is a community 

dedicated to the study of the earth and its features, inhabitants

microsoft 366 545             118% technology
The subreddit page is about Microsoft's suite of services, products, and games, which falls 

under the category of technology.

lululemon 388 494             118% fashion
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing information about the brand 

Lululemon, which is known for its athletic apparel and activewea

Journaling 856 183             116% hobbies
The subreddit is dedicated to the hobby of journaling, where users can share photos, ask 

questions, and find inspiration related to keeping a written 

GetStudying 1 778 410          114% education
The subreddit page is focused on studying, sharing tips, methods, and experiences to 

improve study habits. It is a community of motivated learners, wh

Money 201 390             114% finance
The subreddit is focused on discussions and advice related to money, personal finance, 

investing, and financial news.



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 17-12-2023, part 3)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

bleach 575 009             114% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to the manga/anime series Bleach and its spinoff series 

Burn the Witch.

Unemployment 305 554             113% finance
The subreddit page 'Unemployment' is categorized as finance because it is a community 

dedicated to discussing unemployment insurance questions, which 

BatmanArkham 361 673             110% games
BatmanArkham is a subreddit dedicated to the Batman: Arkham video game series. It is a 

community for fans of the games to discuss gameplay, share tips

smarthome 317 910             103% technology
The subreddit page r/smarthome is categorized as technology because it focuses on 

discussions, help, tips, tricks, and advice related to smart home pr

Costco 511 163             100% brand related
The subreddit page is related to the brand Costco, as indicated by the name and the 

disclaimer stating that it is not affiliated with Costco Wholesale

languagelearning 1 098 199          100% education
The subreddit page is focused on language learning, which falls under the category of 

education.

careerguidance 2 491 618          100% education
The subreddit page r/careerguidance is categorized as education because it is a platform 

where users can discuss career options, ask questions, and se

ufo 253 785             99% unknown
The subreddit page for r/ufo is categorized as unknown because it does not fit into any of 

the predefined categories. It is a community dedicated to t

FirstTimeHomeBuyer 289 334             97% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance because it provides information and discussions 

specifically for first-time home buyers, who are likely seeki

Mario 232 492             93% games
The subreddit r/Mario is dedicated to the Mario franchise, which includes video games, 

books, movies, and television. It is a community where fans of 

GodofWarRagnarok 506 558             93% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game God of War: Ragnarok, which falls under the 

category of computer games.

virtualreality 891 454             88% technology
The subreddit page is related to the topic of Virtual Reality, which falls under the category of 

technology. It is a community where people can discus

SteamDeck 544 530             87% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology, specifically the Steam Deck, which is a 

handheld gaming device. The community discusses and shares inform

Nails 1 777 976          86% beauty
The subreddit page r/Nails is categorized as beauty because it is a community where 

people can show off their beautiful nails and discuss nail care, n

EntrepreneurRideAlong 436 216             86% business
The subreddit page is focused on entrepreneurship and business growth, where like-

minded individuals come together to discuss and solve business issue

OnePiece 2 873 413          85% anime
OnePiece is a subreddit dedicated to the anime and manga series One Piece. It is a 

community for fans to discuss and share content related to the seri

Daytrading 2 170 469          84% finance
Daytrading is a subreddit dedicated to the discussion and sharing of information about day 

trading, which is a financial strategy of buying and sellin

StudentLoans 401 446             82% finance
The subreddit page r/StudentLoans is categorized as finance because it is a hub for advice, 

articles, and general discussion about getting and repayin

animebrasil 279 965             82% anime
The subreddit page 'animebrasil' is categorized as 'anime' because it is dedicated to 

discussions, news, and content related to anime in Brazil. Users

ecommerce 415 823             81% business
The subreddit page is related to the business category because it focuses on the design 

and implementation of eCommerce sites, providing guidance and 

XboxSeriesX 2 498 803          79% games
The subreddit page is focused on the Xbox Series X, which is a gaming console. It is a 

community for fans and users of the Xbox platform, featuring ne

phinvest 314 873             78% finance
The subreddit page is focused on discussions and information related to investing money, 

making money, and growing money in the Philippines.



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 17-12-2023, part 4)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

StardustCrusaders 939 031             76% anime
StardustCrusaders is a subreddit dedicated to the anime and manga series JoJo's Bizarre 

Adventure, specifically the third part of the series, Stardust

GYM 543 899             74% fitness
The subreddit page is focused on general fitness discussions, including weightlifting and 

bodyweight exercises.

Finanzen 397 478             72% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance as it is dedicated to discussions and information 

about financial topics.

Damnthatsinteresting 12 918 535        70% education
The subreddit page 'Damnthatsinteresting' is categorized as education because it is 

dedicated to sharing and discussing fascinating and thought-provok

sleep 526 635             69% health
The subreddit page 'sleep' is categorized as health because it focuses on promoting good 

sleep habits and helping others improve their sleep. Sleep is

Meditation 1 969 376          67% health
The subreddit page is related to the practice of meditation, which is a technique used for 

improving mental and physical health.

aliens 802 678             66% unknown
The subreddit page r/aliens is categorized as unknown because it does not fit into any of 

the predefined categories. It is a community dedicated to di

ethereum 2 624 160          65% technology
Ethereum is a blockchain-based platform that enables developers to build and deploy 

decentralized applications. It is related to technology as it invo

supremeclothing 288 947             62% fashion
The subreddit page r/supremeclothing is categorized as fashion because it is dedicated to 

the discussion, sharing, and appreciation of Supreme clothin

Entrepreneur 2 837 815          62% business
The subreddit page is focused on entrepreneurship, small businesses, and revenue 

generation. It provides a platform for individuals to network, collab

haikyuu 361 417             61% anime
The subreddit page r/haikyuu is categorized as anime because it is dedicated to the anime 

and manga series Haikyuu!!. Users in this community discuss 

Komi_san 308 482             61% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the manga series Komi-san wa, Komyushou desu, which falls 

under the category of anime and manga.

FortNiteBR 3 413 927          60% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the Fortnite: Battle Royale game mode by Epic Games, 

making it a suitable category for computer games.

FashionReps 1 559 174          60% fashion
The subreddit page r/FashionReps is categorized as 'fashion' because it is a community 

dedicated to the discussion of replica fashion. Users in this s

smallbusiness 1 490 925          59% business
The subreddit is focused on discussions, advice, and support for small business owners 

and entrepreneurs.

Bogleheads 333 268             58% finance
Bogleheads is a subreddit dedicated to the investment philosophy of John C. Bogle, the 

founder of Vanguard Group. It focuses on low-cost, passive inve

ghibli 355 781             57% anime
The subreddit page is about Studio Ghibli, a Japanese animation film studio, and is 

dedicated to sharing and discussing all things related to Ghibli f

overlord 348 890             57% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing the anime, manga, and novel series 

'Overlord'. It is a community for fans of the series to share their t

Naruto 1 679 533          56% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the Naruto 

and Boruto series, which are popular anime and manga franchise

yoga 1 843 288          56% health
The subreddit page r/yoga is categorized as health because it is a community dedicated to 

the practice and discussion of yoga, which is a form of phys

BeautyGuruChatter 1 527 363          56% beauty
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing beauty influencers, makeup artists, brand 

owners, and celebrities' beauty and makeup content. It provide

Teachers 625 424             55% education
The subreddit is focused on discussions, resources, and support for teachers and 

educators.
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HomeworkHelp 609 295             53% education
The subreddit page r/HomeworkHelp is categorized as education because its purpose is to 

provide assistance and support to individuals who need help wi

30PlusSkinCare 1 313 014          52% health
The subreddit page is related to health as it focuses on skincare for individuals over the age 

of 30.

LawSchool 473 169             52% education
The subreddit page is related to education as it is a community for current and former law 

school students to ask questions, seek advice, and share re

PokemonGoFriends 822 189             52% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game Pokemon Go, where trainers can exchange friend 

codes and organize raids.

PS5 4 251 031          51% technology
The subreddit page is related to the PlayStation 5, which is a technology product. It serves 

as a hub for news and discussions about the PS5.

evangelion 523 418             50% anime
Evangelion is a popular anime series that focuses on mecha battles and explores complex 

themes of identity, psychology, and existentialism. The subred

marketing 687 568             50% business
The subreddit page is focused on discussions and questions related to marketing strategy, 

media planning, digital marketing, social media marketing, a

HunterXHunter 1 073 248          50% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the Japanese manga and anime series Hunter X Hunter, 

making it relevant to the anime category.

crochet 831 807             48% hobbies
The subreddit page r/crochet is categorized as hobbies because it is a community 

dedicated to the hobby of crocheting. Users share their work, discuss

PiratedGames 545 425             47% computer games
The subreddit page r/PiratedGames is categorized as computer games because it is a 

community where users discuss and share information about pirated g

CrossStitch 604 104             47% crafts
The subreddit page is related to the craft of cross stitching, where users share their finished 

objects, works-in-progress, patterns, and discuss rela

OnePunchMan 1 439 991          47% anime
The subreddit page r/OnePunchMan is categorized as anime because it is dedicated to 

discussing and sharing content related to the anime series 'One Pu

metalworking 559 170             46% skills
The subreddit page r/metalworking is categorized as 'skills' because it is a community 

where people can share their metalworking projects, ask questio

Accounting 467 863             45% business
The subreddit page is related to the field of accounting, which is a business-related topic. It 

is a community for accountants and aspiring accountant

UKPersonalFinance 1 219 373          45% finance
The subreddit page is focused on discussing personal finance topics, including obtaining, 

budgeting, protecting, saving, and investing money in the UK

nevertellmetheodds 3 603 607          45% amazing feats
The subreddit page r/nevertellmetheodds is dedicated to sharing and discussing nearly 

impossible feats of achievement, those with a great degree of di

SpidermanPS4 351 862             43% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game 'Marvel's Spider-Man' and its sequels, making it 

related to the category of computer games.

AskAcademia 1 498 844          43% education
The subreddit page r/AskAcademia is categorized as education because it is a platform for 

discussing academic life and asking questions related to aca

TalesFromTheFrontDesk 936 186             42% work related
TalesFromTheFrontDesk is a subreddit where hotel front desk employees share their 

stories and experiences. It is related to the work environment and t

Nike 825 925             42% brand related
Nike is a well-known brand that specializes in athletic shoes, apparel, and equipment. This 

subreddit is likely dedicated to discussions, news, and up

sewing 1 240 483          42% hobbies
The subreddit page is focused on the hobby of sewing, including various techniques and 

discussions related to sewing.

DesignMyRoom 647 659             41% home improvementThe subreddit is focused on helping people with their home decor and design needs.
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Genshin_Impact 2 380 200          40% games
The subreddit page is related to the game Genshin Impact, which is an open-world action 

RPG. It provides a platform for players to discuss the game, s

Eldenring 2 303 182          40% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to the Elden Ring gaming community, discussing the game, 

sharing updates, and connecting with other players.

Mindfulness 1 324 474          40% health
The subreddit page r/Mindfulness is categorized as health because it focuses on the 

practice of mindfulness, which is a mental state achieved by focus

HadesTheGame 424 001             39% games
The subreddit is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the video game 

Hades and its sequel. It is a community for fans of the game an

CozyPlaces 4 188 906          39% relaxation
The subreddit page /r/CozyPlaces is categorized as relaxation because it focuses on 

creating a sense of comfort, warmth, and relaxation through the fe

GradSchool 489 751             38% education
The subreddit page is focused on discussions related to post-graduate studies, making it 

relevant to the education category.

gamedev 1 306 575          38% programming
The subreddit r/gamedev is categorized as programming because it is a community 

dedicated to game development. It is a platform where game developers 

yugioh 498 754             37% anime The subreddit is dedicated to discussing the Yu-Gi-Oh! anime series and manga.

pcmasterrace 9 530 014          36% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to PC gaming and related topics, such as build help, tech 

support, and discussions about PC ownership.

college 1 651 850          36% education
The subreddit page is related to college and collegiate life, making it a suitable category for 

education.

coolguides 4 036 422          35% education
The subreddit page r/coolguides is categorized as education because it provides picture-

based reference guides for various topics. These guides serve 

blender 1 146 033          35% technology
The subreddit page r/blender is related to technology because it is dedicated to the 

discussion, sharing, and support of the Blender software, which i

HollowKnight 501 673             35% games
The subreddit page r/HollowKnight is categorized as 'games' because it is dedicated to the 

discussion, sharing, and appreciation of the video game Hol

Steam 2 236 869          35% computer games
The subreddit is dedicated to the Steam Community and fans of Steam, which is a popular 

digital distribution platform for computer games.

cyberpunkgame 1 401 007          34% computer games
The subreddit page is related to the computer game 'Cyberpunk 2077'. It is a community 

where fans of the game can discuss various aspects such as game

dividends 467 342             34% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance because it is focused on dividend growth investing 

and aims to help investors make money through dividends.

AskEconomics 1 282 007          34% education
The subreddit page is categorized as education because it serves as a central repository 

for questions about economic theory, research, and policy. Us

ios 331 794             34% technology
The subreddit page r/ios is related to technology because it focuses on the iOS operating 

system developed by Apple Inc. It is a platform for discussi

BuyItForLife 1 793 907          34% product related
The subreddit is focused on discussing and recommending practical, durable, and quality 

made products that are made to last.

reddeadredemption 1 340 206          33% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the Red Dead Redemption games, developed by Rockstar 

Games.

FinancialCareers 818 195             33% finance
The subreddit page is related to financial careers and provides a platform for individuals to 

discuss and plan their careers in the field of finance.

nursing 531 905             33% medical
The subreddit page is related to the field of nursing, which falls under the medical category. 

It is a community for nurses to connect, share experien
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xbox 571 337             32% computer games
The subreddit page is related to Xbox video game consoles, games, online services, and 

controllers.

deadbydaylight 871 285             32% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game Dead by Daylight, which is a multiplayer horror 

game developed and published by Behaviour Interactive.

anime_irl 3 354 418          31% anime
The subreddit page r/anime_irl is categorized as 'anime' because it is dedicated to relatable 

screenshots from anime and manga. The community members 

acne 979 365             30% health
The subreddit page is related to health as it focuses on discussing acne and providing 

information on how to treat it.

webdev 1 914 442          29% programming
Webdev is a subreddit dedicated to web development, which falls under the programming 

category. Users in this subreddit discuss topics related to HTML

minimalism 1 448 403          29% technology
The subreddit page r/minimalism is categorized as technology because it is discussing the 

recent API changes on Reddit and the impact it has on third-

financialindependence 2 149 493          29% finance
The subreddit page is about financial independence and early retirement, which falls under 

the category of finance. It focuses on maximizing savings a

povertyfinance 1 972 827          28% finance
The subreddit page r/povertyfinance is categorized as finance because it provides financial 

advice, frugality tips, stories, opportunities, and genera

finance 1 923 468          28% finance
The subreddit page is categorized as 'finance' because it is dedicated to discussions and 

information related to finance. The community focuses on top

MaliciousCompliance 3 970 863          28% other
MaliciousCompliance is a subreddit dedicated to sharing stories and examples of malicious 

compliance, where individuals follow the letter of the law o

Battlefield 540 529             27% games
The subreddit page is related to the video game 'Battlefield' and serves as a community 

hub for fans to discuss and share content related to the game.

MakeupAddiction 4 648 937          27% beauty
The subreddit page is dedicated to makeup and beauty-related discussions, tips, tutorials, 

and product recommendations.

lego 1 232 519          27% toys The subreddit page is about all things LEGO®, which is a popular toy brand.

CryptoMarkets 1 582 944          27% technology
The subreddit r/CryptoMarkets is related to technology because it focuses on discussions 

and news about cryptocurrency markets. The participation in t

chemistry 2 248 388          27% science
The subreddit page is related to chemistry, which is a scientific field. It is a community for 

chemists and chemistry enthusiasts to discuss and share

playstation 888 852             26% technology
The subreddit page is related to the PlayStation console and games, which fall under the 

category of technology.

beauty 744 949             26% health
The subreddit page is focused on beauty, which includes makeup, fashion, health, and 

wellness topics.

airpods 767 919             26% technology
The subreddit is dedicated to discussing and sharing information about Apple's AirPods and 

other wireless headphones, which falls under the category o

nutrition 3 776 615          26% health
The subreddit page is about nutrition science, macronutrients, micronutrients, vitamins, 

diets, and nutrition news. It focuses on discussing topics re

HomeDecorating 912 052             26% home related
The subreddit page is related to home decorating, which falls under the category of home 

related.

fivenightsatfreddys 552 063             25% games
The subreddit page is related to the game franchise Five Nights at Freddy's (FNaF), which 

is a popular horror game series.

Skincare_Addiction 1 540 822          25% health
The subreddit page is categorized as 'health' because it is a community dedicated to 

learning, discussing, and sharing everything skincare related. It
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cscareerquestions 1 194 170          24% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology as it discusses career questions in the field of 

computer science.

beards 965 264             24% personal grooming
The subreddit is dedicated to discussions, tips, and advice related to growing and 

maintaining beards.

stocks 6 123 939          24% finance
The subreddit page is related to stocks and financial education, as it provides information 

about tickers, market news, and financial education.

Watches 2 073 830          24% watches
The subreddit page is about wrist watches and pocket watches, making it relevant to the 

category of watches.

GlobalOffensive 2 162 793          23% computer games
The subreddit page r/GlobalOffensive is dedicated to the discussion and sharing of content 

related to the computer game Counter-Strike: Global Offensi

homeautomation 2 541 311          23% technology
The subreddit page is related to home automation, which falls under the category of 

technology. It focuses on discussions, news, and information about

photoshop 739 234             23% technology
The subreddit /r/Photoshop is related to technology because it focuses on the software 

application Photoshop, which is widely used for image editing a

ShingekiNoKyojin 1 610 460          22% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the manga and anime series Shingeki no Kyojin/Attack on 

Titan, indicating that it is related to the anime category.

Overwatch 5 119 801          22% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the game Overwatch and its related content, making it a 

computer games category.

Economics 3 645 022          22% education
The subreddit page is categorized as education because it serves as a central forum for 

users to read, discuss, and learn more about topics related to

linux 974 888             22% technology
The subreddit page is related to the topic of technology, specifically Linux, which is an 

operating system. The community is protesting against API ch

VALORANT 1 888 785          21% computer games
The subreddit page is about the computer game VALORANT, which is a character-based 

tactical shooter by Riot Games.

PersonalFinanceCanada 1 308 251          21% finance
PersonalFinanceCanada is a subreddit dedicated to discussing personal finance topics 

specifically related to Canada. Users share tips, advice, and res

3Dprinting 1 983 599          20% technology
The subreddit page /r/3Dprinting is categorized as technology because it focuses on the 

discussion and development of 3D printing technology and its a

Brawlstars 748 747             20% games
Brawlstars is a subreddit dedicated to the mobile game Brawl Stars. It is a community 

where players can discuss strategies, share gameplay videos, and

findfashion 794 578             20% fashion
The subreddit page r/findfashion is related to fashion as it is a community where users can 

find and discuss fashion-related topics, seek advice on fa

CryptoCurrency 7 099 225          20% finance
The subreddit page r/CryptoCurrency is categorized as finance because it is dedicated to 

discussions, news, and updates related to cryptocurrencies. U
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Grand_Theft_Auto_VI 19734 29156 2393 computer game
Upcoming action-adventure game, the eighth main installment in the grand 

theft auto series by rockstar games.

Grand_Theft_Auto_V 17425 24939 1694 computer game
2013 action-adventure game, 7th main entry in the grand theft auto series, 

following

Grand_Theft_Auto 15812 20200 1331 computer game
Series of action-adventure games created by david jones and mike dailly. 

primarily developed by rockstar north and published by rockstar games. 

Rockstar_Games 8639 12494 818 computer game
American video game publisher based in new york city owned by take-two 

interactive.

Grand_Theft_Auto:_Vice_City 8994 10758 690 computer game
2002 action-adventure game, the fourth main entry in the grand theft auto 

series, developed by rockstar north and published by rockstar games.

Grand_Theft_Auto:_San_Andreas 11458 10437 607 computer game
2004 action-adventure game set in an open world environment. follows carl 

johnson's journey in the u.s. state of san andreas.

Grand_Theft_Auto_IV 7501 8495 568 computer game
2008 action-adventure video game, 6th main entry in the grand theft auto 

series, developed by rockstar north and published by rockstar games.

Grand_Theft_Auto_III 5950 6542 442 computer game
2001 action-adventure game developed by dma design and published by 

rockstar games. it is the third main entry in the grand theft auto series, foll...

Red_Dead_Redemption_2 8026 8719 371 computer game
2018 action-adventure game set in 1899 following the story of arthur 

morgan, an outlaw, in a fictionalized representation of the usa.

Grand_Theft_Auto_(video_game) 3711 5160 362 computer game
Action-adventure video game developed by dma design and published by 

bmg interactive. first title of the grand theft auto series.

Sam_Houser 2200 3550 266 computer game
British video game producer and co-founder of rockstar games, known for 

creating grand theft auto franchise.

List_of_video_games_published_by_Rockstar_Games2432 3674 253 computer game
Video game publisher known for grand theft auto, bully, l.a. noire, red dead, 

max payne, and midnight club series.

Grand_Theft_Auto_2 2337 3137 224 computer game
Sequel to grand theft auto, an action-adventure game set in a retrofuturistic 

city where players take on the role of a criminal.

Rockstar_North 2422 3380 222 computer game
British video game development company and a studio of rockstar games 

based in edinburgh. it was founded as dma design in 1987.

Take-Two_Interactive 2736 3584 210 computer game
American video game holding company based in nyc, founded in 1993. 

owns rockstar games, 2k, and other game franchises.

Grand_Theft_Auto:_The_Trilogy_–_The_Definitive_Edition3923 3695 210
2021 compilation of three action-adventure games in the grand theft auto 

series: grand theft auto iii, vice city, and san andreas.

Dan_Houser 2307 3383 204 computer game
English video game producer and writer, co-founder and former vice 

president of creativity for rockstar games.

Grand_Theft_Auto:_Vice_City_Stories 2492 2507 162 computer game
2006 action-adventure game developed by rockstar leeds and rockstar 

north, published by rockstar games.

Development_of_Grand_Theft_Auto_V 1153 1875 132 computer game
Popular action-adventure video game developed by approximately 1,000 

people. the game was released in 2013 and features an open-world setting, 

Rockstar_Advanced_Game_Engine 1429 1902 129 computer game
Proprietary game engine used by rockstar games to develop advanced 

open world games for consoles and computers.

Leslie_Benzies 1066 1481 91 computer game
Scottish video game producer and former president of rockstar north, 

known for his work on the grand theft auto series.

List_of_most_expensive_video_games_to_develop1277 1577 59 computer game
List of the most expensive video games ever developed, with a minimum 

total cost of us$50 million.
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Lethal_Company 15573 16115 1325 computer game
Co-op indie horror video game blending exploration, survival horror, and 

strategy in a retrofuturistic post-apocalyptic dystopia.

The_Game_Awards_2023 10059 13236 1088 computer game
Upcoming award show to honor the best video games of 2023, hosted by 

geoff keighley. held in los angeles, it features live performances and is 

The_Day_Before_(video_game) 33146 11099 912 computer game
Multiplayer survival horror extraction shooter video game set in a post-

apocalyptic us overrun by zombies.

Alan_Wake_2 9525 10284 845 computer game
2023 survival horror game sequel, following alan wake who attempts to 

escape an alternative dimension by writing a horror story.

Alan_Wake 7126 7174 523 computer game
Action-adventure game where alan wake, a bestselling novelist, 

investigates the disappearance of his wife in a small town.

Sam_Lake 3726 3746 288
video game 

writer

Finnish video game writer and the creative director at remedy 

entertainment, known for his work on the max payne video game series.

Remedy_Entertainment 2947 2970 202 computer game
Finnish video game developer known as remedy entertainment, based in 

espoo.

The_Game_Awards 4560 7106 175 computer game
Annual awards ceremony honoring achievements in the video game 

industry. hosted by geoff keighley, it features premieres of upcoming 

2024_in_video_games 2624 2321 174 computer game Year expected to see the release of many new video games in the industry.

Arkane_Studios 1942 2342 145 computer game
French video game developer founded in 1999. known for creating 

dishonored series.

Control_(video_game) 3320 3213 136 computer game
2019 action-adventure game about the federal bureau of control, a secret 

agency studying phenomena that violate reality.

The_Game_Award_for_Game_of_the_Year 8006 7670 130 computer game
Award presented annually by the game awards for the best video game 

across creative and technical fields.

Cocoon_(video_game) 1182 1507 124 computer game
2023 puzzle adventure game where the player controls a beetle that can 

hop between worlds, solving puzzles. it received positive reviews.

Hi-Fi_Rush 1236 1407 116 computer game
Rhythm-based action game developed by tango gameworks and published 

by bethesda softworks.

Alan_Wake's_American_Nightmare 1327 1272 94 computer game
Action-adventure video game sequel to alan wake, developed by remedy 

entertainment and published by microsoft studios.

Hellblade:_Senua's_Sacrifice 1656 1799 76 computer game
2017 action-adventure game set in a dark fantasy world inspired by norse 

mythology and celtic culture. follows senua as she battles otherworldly en...

Spike_Video_Game_Awards 1120 1064 32 computer game
Annual award show hosted by spike that recognized the best computer and 

video games from 2002 to 2013.

Kojima_Productions 1359 1010 25 computer game
Japanese video game development studio founded in 2015 by hideo kojima, 

creator of the metal gear series.

The_Game_Awards_2017 1384 1490 7 computer game
Award show that honored the best video games of 2017, held at the 

microsoft theater in los angeles on december 7, 2017.

Gautam_Singhania 2753 9369 745 business
Indian industrialist and chairman/md of the raymond group, the world's 

largest producer of suiting fabric.

Vijaypat_Singhania 2269 8699 695 business
Businessman and aviator from india, known as a textile magnate, record 

holder in hot air ballooning and microlight flying, and author.

Raymond_Group 1377 3451 248 business
Indian branded fabric and fashion retailer, incorporated in 1925. produces 

suiting fabric. owns apparel brands like raymond, park avenue woman & 
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Layla_Anna-Lee 10281 8238 668
television 

presenter
English television presenter, specializing in sports.

Sphere_(venue) 5163 7544 620 venue
Music and entertainment arena in paradise, nevada known as the msg 

sphere, with immersive video and audio capabilities.

Union_Carbide 2165 7071 553 business
Us chemical company producing chemicals and polymers for various 

industries, such as paints, packaging, automotive, and more.

Methyl_isocyanate 1990 5912 452
chemical 

compound

Toxic and flammable organic compound used in pesticide and rubber 

production, notorious for its involvement in the bhopal gas disaster.

Call_of_Duty:_Modern_Warfare_III_(2023_video_game)4908 6567 540 computer game
Upcoming first-person shooter video game, twentieth in the call of duty 

series, and sequel to modern warfare ii.

Call_of_Duty:_Modern_Warfare_3 3268 4601 259 computer game
2011 first-person shooter video game, sequel to call of duty: modern 

warfare 2, serving as the third and final installment in the original modern 

Sapta_Saagaradaache_Ello_–_Side_B 3611 6539 537
2023 indian kannada-language romantic drama film, directed by hemanth m. 

rao.

Miriam_Adelson 1167 6691 521 business
American and israeli physician, philanthropist and political donor, wife of 

sheldon adelson, and owner of the las vegas sands.

Sheldon_Adelson 1184 5088 356 business
Israeli-american businessman, investor, political donor, and philanthropist. 

founder and ceo of las vegas sands corporation, major republican party...

Fibonacci_sequence 5708 5883 476 mathematics
Sequence in which each number is the sum of the two preceding ones. 

known as fibonacci sequence.

Liliane_Bettencourt 2143 5374 416 business
French heiress, socialite, and businesswoman. one of the principal 

shareholders of l'oréal.

L'Oréal 1753 2363 87
French personal care company, world's largest cosmetics company 

specializing in hair color, skincare, sun protection, makeup, perfume,  and 

The_Finals 11213 4631 381 computer game
Upcoming first-person shooter game developed by embark studios and 

published by nexon. it features team-based matches on destructible maps.

Super_Mario_RPG 2342 4814 367 computer game
1996 role-playing video game developed by square and published by 

nintendo, featuring mario and friends on a quest to defeat the smithy gang 

Bryan_Johnson 6164 3950 325 business
American entrepreneur, venture capitalist, writer, and author known for 

founding kernel and os fund.

Sally_Kornbluth 5682 3975 322 scientist
Cell biologist and academic administrator, currently serving as the 18th 

president of mit.

Shein 3616 3559 281 business
Online fast fashion retailer headquartered in singapore. founded in nanjing, 

china in 2008, it is the world's largest fashion retailer as of 2022.

Challenge_Index 3491 3716 277 education
Ranking system for high schools based on advanced placement and 

international baccalaureate programs availability and exam participation.

Dead_Internet_theory 2231 3220 265 technology
Online conspiracy theory that claims the internet consists mainly of bot 

activity and manipulated content.

Sultan_Al_Jaber 3988 3190 255 business
Uae politician, minister of industry and advanced technology, head of adnoc, 

chairman of masdar, special envoy for climate change, and president-de...

Higher_Ground_Productions 9686 3193 250 business
American production company founded in 2018 by barack and michelle 

obama to produce film and television projects that uplift diverse voices.

Indian_Renewable_Energy_Development_Agency1697 2938 241 enterprise
Government organization formed in 1987 to promote, develop, and finance 

renewable energy projects in india.
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Mycoplasma_pneumoniae 1406 3092 235 disease
Small bacterium causing mycoplasma pneumonia, an atypical bacterial 

pneumonia in humans.

2023–24_FIS_Alpine_Ski_World_Cup 3163 2754 226
Skiing competition organized by the international ski federation (fis) for men 

and women. it's the 58th world cup season.

List_of_most-visited_websites 2860 2735 225 technology
List of most-visited websites worldwide with their rankings, as compiled by 

similarweb and alexa internet (until may 2022).

Zenless_Zone_Zero 1655 2871 221 computer game
Upcoming free-to-play urban fantasy action rpg developed and published by 

mihoyo in china, with global publishing by cognosphere.

Skull_and_Bones_(video_game) 6372 2698 188 computer game
Upcoming action-adventure video game set in the late 17th century, 

focusing on piracy and naval warfare.

Rise_of_the_Rōnin 2007 1460 120
Upcoming action rpg set in late 19th century edo with customizable 

characters, combat, and impactful story choices.

Trisomy_18 6069 2686 219
medical 

condition

Genetic disorder caused by the presence of a third copy of chromosome 18. 

it affects many parts of the body, resulting in small size, heart defects...

Taylor_Swift_masters_dispute 2798 2658 218 business
Dispute between taylor swift and her former record label over ownership of 

her first six album masters.

MLBB_M5_World_Championship 4307 2658 218 computer game
Mobile esports tournament, the 2023 mobile legends: bang bang world 

championship, commonly referred to as the m5 world championship.

Detonator_(railway) 10637 2661 213 technology
Warning signal device placed on railway tracks, exploding when a train 

passes over. invented in 1841.

Oh-My-God_particle 1138 2754 208 science
Ultra-high-energy cosmic ray detected in 1991 that questioned theories 

about the origin and propagation of cosmic rays.

Like_a_Dragon_Gaiden:_The_Man_Who_Erased_His_Name1716 2451 200 computer game
Action-adventure video game spin-off of the like a dragon series, developed 

by ryu ga gotoku studio and published by sega.

Yakuza_(franchise) 2750 3506 153 computer game
Japanese video game franchise by sega, incorporating elements of action-

adventure, beat 'em up, and role-playing genres.

RoboCop:_Rogue_City 1242 1818 147 computer game
Upcoming first-person shooter game based on the robocop films, with peter 

weller reprising his role as robocop. set in old detroit.

George_Villiers,_1st_Duke_of_Buckingham1065 2551 175
17th-century english courtier, statesman, and arts patron, known as the 1st 

duke of buckingham.

Jurassic_Park:_Survival 2270 2137 174 computer game
Canceled action-adventure video game based on the jurassic park franchise 

that was in development by savage entertainment and was to be published 

Stooky_Bill 4116 1893 155 technology
Ventriloquist's dummy head used by john logie baird in his 1924 

experiments to transmit televised images.

John_Logie_Baird 3453 2246 142 scientist
Scottish inventor, electrical engineer, and innovator. demonstrated the 

world's first live tv system and invented the first colour tv system.

Samir_Shah 2676 1869 153 business
British television and radio executive, co-author of government’s race and 

ethnic disparities report, and preferred candidate for chairman of the bbc.

Mytona 5919 1787 147 computer game Global video game developer and publisher based in new zealand.

Propnight 4605 1321 104 computer game
Online asymmetric multiplayer survival horror game with prop hunt-style 

mechanics. players turn into objects to evade a killer.

Chris_Lighty 1098 1944 138 business
Music industry executive known for co-founding violator, a record label, 

management, and marketing company for hip hop and r&b artists.
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Special 2536 1712 137 other Collection of items or events that stand out from the ordinary or usual.

Nexon 2291 2055 134 business
South korean video game publisher. founded in 1994. publishes titles 

including maplestory, dungeon fighter.

Half_sovereign 6210 1488 117 currency
British gold coin, half the value of a pound sterling, first issued in 1817. 

struck by the royal mint as a collectible and bullion piece.

Sovereign_(British_coin) 1407 622 22 product
British gold coin with a value of £1, containing 0.2354 oz of pure gold, 

minted since 1817. it was originally a circulating coin, now used as a bul...

Complaint_tablet_to_Ea-nāṣir 1012 1415 116
Cuneiform clay tablet, sent to ancient ur as a complaint c. 1750 bce. the 

oldest known written complaint, now in the british museum.

Psoas_minor_muscle 6072 1437 116 anatomy
Slender skeletal muscle located anterior to the psoas major muscle, 

originating from the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae.

Three_on_a_match 5841 1391 111 superstition
Superstition among soldiers in which lighting cigarettes from the same 

match is believed to bring bad luck and death.

Dianne_Odell 1086 1381 111
medical 

condition

Tennessee woman who spent most of her life in an iron lung due to 

contracting bulbospinal polio at a young age.

Virgin_boy_egg 1711 1682 110 food
Traditional dish in dongyang, china where eggs are boiled in the urine of 

young boys, believed to have health benefits.

Rich_Communication_Services 1047 1629 108 technology
Communication protocol aiming to replace sms messages, providing 

phonebook polling and in-call multimedia.

Don_Bosco_Preparatory_High_School 3213 1318 103 school
Private, all-boys catholic high school from ninth through twelfth grades, 

located in ramsey, new jersey.

Emma_Grede 3125 1711 102 business
British businesswoman, entrepreneur, and fashion designer. ceo & co-

founder of good american, founding partner of skims, co-founder of safely.

FTX 1308 1638 102 business
Bankrupt company that operated a fraudulent cryptocurrency exchange and 

hedge fund. founded in 2019, it was the third-largest exchange by volume.

Onimusha 1090 1561 101 computer game
Video game series by capcom that retells japan's history with supernatural 

elements.

Rudd_Center_for_Food_Policy_and_Health 2971 1219 100 health
Non-profit organization that promotes solutions to food insecurity, poor diet 

quality, and weight bias through research and policy efforts.

OPKO_Health 2954 1229 100 business
Medical test and medication company focused on diagnostics and 

pharmaceuticals.

Allan_(Barbie) 2315 1153 95 toy
Fictional character from the mattel brand barbie introduced in 1964 as ken's 

friend.

Animas_Corporation 2752 1138 93 business American company specializing in making insulin pumps.

Bigfoot_Biomedical 2669 1134 93 medical brand
Medical tech start-up focused on diabetes, founded by a team with personal 

connections to type 1 and type 2 diabetes.

Liberty_Medical 2541 1122 91 business
Home delivery service selling diabetes testing supplies, prescription drugs, 

urology supplies, and ostomy supplies.

Oak_Hills_Christian_College 3979 1100 90 education Private, nondenominational christian college outside of bemidji, minnesota.

Charles_Maurice_de_Talleyrand-Périgord 1017 1547 88
French clergyman, statesman, and leading diplomat known for crafty, 

cynical diplomacy.
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SmileDirectClub 3171 1079 86 business
Defunct teledentistry company that produced clear aligners and competed 

with traditional braces and clear alignment companies.

Sajjan_Jindal 3985 1359 80 business
Billionaire industrialist, chairman of jsw group, and a prominent figure in the 

indian steel industry.

Minimed_Paradigm 2310 972 79 medical brand
Series of insulin pumps manufactured by medtronic for patients with 

diabetes mellitus. it operates with a single aaa battery.

Cap_set 3894 923 74 mathematics
Subset of z3n with no three elements in a line. cap set problem is finding the 

size of the largest possible cap set.

Brachistochrone_curve 3613 1196 73 science
Curve that a bead slides on under the influence of gravity to reach a lower 

point in the shortest time.

Trinidad_Petroleum_Holdings 2382 888 73 business
State-owned oil company in trinidad and tobago, involved in exploration, 

development, production, and refining of hydrocarbons.

J._P._McManus 4131 1104 72 business Irish businessman and racehorse owner, born on 10 march 1951.

Project_Habakkuk 2031 1213 71 technology
British plan during world war ii to build an aircraft carrier out of pykrete for 

use against german u-boats in the mid-atlantic.

Mana_(series) 1296 1171 65 computer game
High fantasy action rpg series, known as seiken densetsu in japan. it 

includes games within the fictional world of mana, featuring a world tree, a 

Ted_Leonsis 3323 937 63 business
Businessman and investor, former executive with aol, and founder, 

chairman, and ceo of monumental sports & entertainment.

Meeple 3186 753 62 toy
Small board-game piece, usually with a stylized human form made from 

wood and painted in bright colors. considered an icon of german-style board 

Eurogame 1880 627 32 game
Genre of tabletop games with indirect player interaction and multiple ways 

to score points. popular in europe.

K-hole 3534 1150 62
medical 

condition

Dissociative state caused by high doses of ketamine. users may seek it for 

pleasurable and enlightening effects.

Poptropica 3035 884 56 computer game
Online role-playing game for children aged 6 to 15, developed by pearson 

education's family education network.

Engineered_stone 2629 731 51 technology
Composite material made of crushed stone bound by adhesive to create a 

solid surface. used for countertops and flooring.

Eighting 2647 695 50 computer game
Japanese video game developer and publisher known for its shoot 'em ups 

and licensed fighting games.

Fairmont_Hotels_and_Resorts 2765 982 49 business
Global chain of luxury hotels with over 70 properties worldwide, known for its 

strong presence in canada.

Harding_University 2340 794 48 university
Private university in searcy, arkansas, offering undergraduate, graduate, 

and pre-professional programs. largest private university in arkansas. as...

Shoelace_formula 1381 763 45 science
Mathematical algorithm for calculating the area of a simple polygon. used in 

surveying and forestry.

Pick's_theorem 1082 536 34 science
Formula in geometry that calculates the area of a polygon with integer 

vertex coordinates based on the number of integer points within it and on 

Point_in_polygon 1165 578 30 science
Computational geometry problem that determines if a point lies inside, 

outside or on the boundary of a polygon. used in computer graphics, 

List_of_Oval_Office_desks 2313 619 44 furniture
Page about the history of desks used in the oval office by us presidents 

since 1909.
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Simony 2423 862 42 law
Practice of buying or selling positions of power or church offices for personal 

gain.

TV_detector_van 2108 598 41 technology
Van equipped with technology that detects television sets in use, used for 

enforcing tv licensing in the uk.

Pinball 2456 972 39 game
Game in which a ball is propelled into a table with obstacles, scoring points 

by hitting targets with flippers.

State_University_of_New_York_at_Cortland1672 499 39 education
Public college in cortland, new york, founded in 1868, part of the suny 

system.

Punic_people 1072 809 38 historical people
Semitic people who migrated from phoenicia to the western mediterranean, 

known as carthaginians, with a prominent settlement in ancient carthage.

Tang_Xiao'ou 1619 387 31 scientist
Chinese billionaire computer scientist and ai researcher. founder of 

sensetime, known for contributions in computer vision and pattern 

Bill_Kenwright 1118 535 30 business
English west end theatre and film producer, and former chairman of everton 

football club.

Mattar_paneer 1400 446 30 food
North indian dish made with peas, paneer, and tomato-based sauce. served 

with rice and indian bread.

Sweethearts_(candy) 1567 415 30 food
Heart-shaped sugar candy sold on valentine's day, with messages like "be 

mine". originally made by necco, now by spangler candy company.

Blue_Ridge_Christian_Academy 1524 356 29 school Private college preparatory christian school in landrum, south carolina.

Pontiac_Aztek 1395 826 29 car
Mid-size crossover suv marketed by general motors from 2001 to 2005. it 

had a unique design, controversial appearance, and practical features.

Neo_Geo_(system) 1665 757 28 computer game
Rom cartridge-based arcade system board and home video game console 

released in 1990 by snk corporation.

Handbag 1567 528 27 product
Medium-to-large bag, known as a purse, used to carry personal items. also 

called pocketbook in some parts of the u.s.

Florida_A&M_University 1550 735 27

Little_black_dress 1592 643 26 fashion
Versatile and affordable black evening or cocktail dress, originally designed 

in the 1920s by coco chanel.

Operation_Whirlwind 1381 332 26 other Military operation carried out in 1992, 1993, and 1994.

DOM_clobbering 1256 301 25 technology
Type of injection attack where an attacker can insert html code to influence 

javascript execution, leading to unwanted behaviors.

Hyperdontia 1505 493 24
medical 

condition
Condition characterized by the presence of extra teeth in the mouth.

Crucible 1296 545 23 technology
Container, often ceramic or metal, used for melting metals or subjecting 

substances to high temperatures.

Dissociative 1373 546 23 medicine
Subclass of hallucinogens that distort perception and produce feelings of 

detachment - dissociation - from the environment and/or self.

Celestial_Seasonings 1204 370 22 food
American tea company specializing in herbal teas, based in boulder, 

colorado. also sells green, white, black, and chai teas. annual gross sales of 

North_Central_College 1709 521 13 education
Private college in naperville, illinois, affiliated with the united methodist 

church. offers undergraduate and graduate programs in various discipl...
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YouTube 234641 242686 10810 technology
American online video sharing and social media platform. launched in 2005, 

it is owned by google and has over 2.5 billion monthly users.

Sam_Altman 8187 57707 4307 entrepreneur
American entrepreneur, investor, and programmer. co-founder of loopt, ceo 

of openai.

Mira_Murati 1869 23705 1948 scientist
Albanian business manager. served as cto of openai since 2018 & interim 

ceo from nov 17-19, 2023.

Ilya_Sutskever 2843 18026 1269 scientist
Russian-born israeli-canadian computer scientist, co-founder of openai, and 

a major contributor to deep learning.

Artificial_general_intelligence 3378 8017 546 technology
Hypothetical type of intelligent agent that could learn to perform any 

intellectual task surpassing human capabilities.

Bard_(chatbot) 8606 6546 538
artificial 

intelligence

Conversational generative ai chatbot developed by google based on lamda 

and palm llm.

Large_language_model 4260 4275 351 technology
Language model characterized by its large size, enabled by ai accelerators 

processing vast amounts of text data.

Geoffrey_Hinton 1259 3002 211 scientist
British-canadian cognitive psychologist and computer scientist, known for 

his work on artificial neural networks.

AI_takeover 4082 1546 101 technology
Hypothetical scenario where ai dominates earth, replacing humans and 

potentially leading to a robot uprising. a popular topic in science fiction.

Outlook.com 17211 39248 2706 technology
Free webmail service by microsoft offering mail, calendaring, contacts, and 

tasks services.

Email 18513 19774 895 technology
Method of transmitting and receiving messages using electronic devices. it 

is a widely used communication medium across computer networks and the 

Microsoft_Office 14399 13839 420 technology
Discontinued family of client software, server software, and services 

developed by microsoft.

Microsoft_Outlook 5946 6364 296 technology
Personal information manager software system, part of microsoft 365, 

popular as an email client for businesses with calendaring, task managing, 

Charlie_Munger 5487 28586 2190 business
Businessman, investor, and philanthropist. vice chairman of berkshire 

hathaway, chairman of wesco financial corporation.

Warren_Anderson_(American_businessman) 2298 7878 629 business
American businessman, former chair and ceo of union carbide corporation, 

charged with manslaughter for bhopal disaster.

Warren_Buffett 8086 14589 614 business
American business magnate, investor, and philanthropist. currently the 

chairman and ceo of berkshire hathaway.

Berkshire_Hathaway 3946 5892 144 business
American multinational conglomerate holding company primarily focused on 

insurance and investing in subsidiaries and securities.

Raindrop_cake 51875 42302 1914 food
Dessert made of water and agar that resembles a large raindrop. popular in 

japan since 2014.

Wordle 25333 25859 1830 game
Web-based word game where players guess a five-letter word, with 

feedback given for each guess. it gained popularity after being shared on 
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Five_Nights_at_Freddy's 13350 19466 1269 video game
Popular video game series and media franchise created by scott cawthon in 

2014.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_(video_game) 2271 3519 254 computer game
2014 point-and-click survival horror video game set in a family pizzeria. the 

player must survive the night by avoiding animatronic characters.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_4 1449 2923 222 computer game
Survival horror video game developed by scott cawthon. part of the five 

nights at freddy's series, it features nightmarish animatronics and a dark...

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's:_Security_Breach 2068 2575 124 computer game
2021 first-person survival horror video game, eighth installment in five 

nights at freddy's series, featuring free-roam gameplay.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's:_Help_Wanted 1867 1592 112 computer game
2019 vr survival horror video game, part of the five nights at freddy's series, 

where players must evade attacks from animatronics.

Viral_video 5601 13169 936 internet
Popular video that spreads rapidly on the internet through sharing on 

platforms like youtube and social media.

Electric_battery 17616 12169 874 technology
Source of electric power consisting of one or more electrochemical cells with 

external connections for powering devices.

Julia_Child 10012 12945 829 chef
Chef who brought french cuisine to american public with her cookbook 

'mastering the art of french cooking' and tv show 'the french chef'

Carter_Reum 7225 10894 757 business
American author, entrepreneur, and venture capitalist. founded m13 

ventures, co-founded veev spirits.

Limonene 17454 15404 752
chemical 

compound

Cyclic monoterpene, major component in citrus fruit peel oil. used as a 

flavoring agent, precursor in synthesis, and solvent in cleaning products. ...

Avatar:_Frontiers_of_Pandora 10309 8914 679 computer game
Upcoming open world action-adventure game based on the avatar film 

series developed by massive entertainment and published by ubisoft.

Master_X_Master 7250 10377 633 computer game Moba video game developed and published by ncsoft.

Coca-Cola 13501 12997 629 product
Carbonated soft drink manufactured by the coca-cola company, sold in over 

200 countries worldwide, with 1.8 billion daily beverage servings.

Tesla_Cybertruck 5599 8027 555 product
Battery electric full-size pickup truck built by tesla, inc. announced in nov 

2019, with pilot production starting jul 2023. delivery planned for n...

List_of_best-selling_video_games 8675 10869 513 computer game
List of video games with minecraft as the best-selling game, selling over 238 

million copies worldwide.

List_of_most_expensive_video_games_to_develop1277 1577 59 computer game
List of the most expensive video games ever developed, with a minimum 

total cost of us$50 million.

List_of_video_games_considered_the_best 3411 3398 51 computer game
List of video games considered the best by video game journalists and 

magazines.

1 8922 8604 482 number
Number representing a single or the only entity, also a digit and a unit of 

counting or measurement. has multiplicative identity property and is th...

Bill_Ackman 14094 6862 476 business
American hedge fund manager, founder and ceo of pershing square capital. 

net worth: $3.5 billion (june 2023).

WhatsApp 34697 33932 467 technology
Freeware, cross-platform instant messaging and voip service owned by 

meta platforms. it allows users to send messages, make calls, and share 

Eduardo_Saverin 6301 6939 319 business
Brazilian billionaire entrepreneur and co-founder of facebook. net worth of 

$18.4 billion.

Sean_Parker 3225 3985 100 business
American entrepreneur and philanthropist, co-founded napster and was the 

first president of facebook. also co-founded plaxo, causes, airtime.com, a...
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New_Relic 5823 5819 419 business Us-based web tracking and analytics company.

Norovirus 8361 6793 411 medicine
Common cause of gastroenteritis. symptoms include diarrhea, vomiting, 

stomach pain, fever, and headaches. recovery in 1-3 days.

Bet9ja 7429 6073 410 business
Online bookmaker company offering sports betting in nigeria. third most-

visited website in nigeria.

Nikhil_Nanda 8501 5854 395 business Indian businessman and the chairman of escorts limited.

Keffiyeh 4472 6707 393 clothing
Traditional headdress worn by men in the middle east. made of cotton, 

provides sunburn, dust, and sand protection.

David_Tepper 1558 5305 389 business
Billionaire hedge fund manager, owner of carolina panthers and charlotte fc, 

and founder of appaloosa management.

Generation_Alpha 9343 10513 387
demographic 

cohort

Demographic cohort succeeding generation z, born in the early 2010s to 

early-to-mid 2020s.

Generation_X 11187 11607 301 generation
Is the demographic cohort following the baby boomers and preceding the 

millennials.

Millennials 12312 12900 176 demographic
Demographic cohort following generation x and preceding generation z, 

typically defined as people born from 1981 to 1996.

SpaceX_Starship 2574 7131 363 technology
Super heavy lift launch vehicle and spacecraft developed by spacex. it is 

designed for reusable spaceflight and has various applications including ...

John_Mearsheimer 3294 5143 344 scientist
Political scientist and international relations scholar known for his theory of 

offensive realism.

Hannah_Fry 2514 6552 339 scientist
British mathematician, author, and radio/tv presenter. professor in the 

mathematics of cities at ucl.

Persimmon 9990 11642 334 food
Edible fruit from the genus diospyros. kaki persimmon, diospyros kaki, is the 

most widely cultivated species. china produces 75% of the global pers...

Gävle_goat 6306 7181 329
Traditional swedish christmas display made of straw. erected annually since 

1966 but frequently burned by arsonists.

Archie_Comics 6630 4552 315 brand
American comic book publisher known for its fictional character, archie 

andrews, and other titles like sonic the hedgehog.

Fallout_(series) 3404 5793 303 computer game
Post-apocalyptic rpg video game franchise created by tim cain at interplay 

entertainment.

Concorde 6048 7475 298 technology
Retired supersonic airliner jointly developed by sud aviation and the british 

aircraft corporation (bac).

Tupolev_Tu-144 1286 1931 68 technology
Soviet supersonic passenger airliner known as the tupolev tu-144, in 

operation from 1968 to 1999.

Whamageddon 8203 6394 296 game
Game played to go without hearing 'last christmas' by wham! during the 24 

days before christmas day.

TikTok 16642 16424 290 technology
Short-form video hosting service by bytedance, featuring 3-10 minute user-

submitted videos.

List_of_the_most_common_passwords 8141 4003 283 technology
List of the most common passwords discovered in data breaches. not 

recommended due to low password strength.

BlackBerry 3999 4872 273 technology
Brand of smartphones, known for secure communications and keyboards. 

had 85 million subscribers at its peak.
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Zara_(retailer) 10717 5736 270 brand Spanish multinational retail clothing chain specializing in fast fashion.

David_Attenborough 9467 9485 270 scientist
British broadcaster, biologist, natural historian, and author. best known for 

writing and presenting nature documentaries.

Lobotomy 12170 7119 270 medicine
Neurosurgical treatment for psychiatric or neurological disorders that 

involves severing connections in the brain's prefrontal cortex.

Methanol 5316 4437 237
chemical 

compound

Highly toxic substance that can be fatal if swallowed. it may cause blindness 

and damage to the liver, kidneys, and heart.

Uncanny_valley 3899 6361 237 science
Hypothesis regarding the unsettling feelings provoked by humanoid objects 

that imperfectly resemble human beings.

Nail_clubbing 1848 3850 233
medical 

condition

Deformity of finger/toe nails associated with heart & lung diseases. also 

known as digital clubbing or clubbing.

Fortnite 6862 6614 232 computer game
Online video game featuring three distinct game modes: fortnite battle 

royale, fortnite: save the world, and fortnite creative.

Mary_Berry 9325 5175 230 food
Dame mary rosa alleyne hunnings, an english food writer, chef, baker, and 

television presenter.

Paul_Hollywood 3484 4800 91 celebrity chef
English celebrity chef and tv personality, known as a judge on the great 

british bake off since 2010.

Mukesh_Ambani 6258 7645 220 business
Billionaire businessman, chairman, and managing director of reliance 

industries, the most valuable company in india.

Dhirubhai_Ambani_International_School 3100 960 63 education
Mumbai-based private school built by reliance industries, offering the 

international baccalaureate program and various examinations.

PlayStation_5 9029 9323 213 computer game
Home video game console developed by sony interactive entertainment, 

announced as the successor to playstation 4. it was launched on november 

Temperature 7941 6391 213 science
Measure of hotness or coldness expressed quantitatively. measured with a 

thermometer, it reflects the kinetic energy of vibrating atoms.

ISO_8601 12997 10464 212 technology
International standard for date and time-related data exchange and 

communication.

Avocado 3899 5652 210 food
Medium-sized evergreen tree native to the americas, first domesticated in 

mesoamerica over 5,000 years ago.

Scurvy 1638 3903 206 disease
Disease resulting from vitamin c deficiency. symptoms include weakness, 

fatigue, and gum disease. diagnosis is based on appearance and x-rays.

Chanel_No._5 11343 3071 205 product
Perfume created by coco chanel and launched in 1921. designed bottle 

plays a crucial role in its brand identity.

Chanel 10740 4300 200 fashion brand
French luxury fashion house founded in 1910 by coco chanel. specializes in 

women's ready-to-wear, luxury goods, and accessories.

Bleu_de_Chanel 2608 901 62 product
Men's fragrance by chanel, created in 2010. woody aromatic with notes of 

lemon, mint, and sandalwood.

Chanel_2.55 3258 784 62 brand Luxury leather handbag or purse manufactured by chanel.

Patchouli 1061 1247 41 plants
Species of bushy perennial herb known as patchouli, with erect stems and 

small pink-white flowers.

Sanfilippo_syndrome 4617 3582 198 disease
Rare autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disease that affects the brain 

and spinal cord (mucopolysaccharidosis type iii - mps iii).
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Eggnog 11021 8221 192 food
Rich, chilled, sweetened, dairy-based beverage historically known as 

eggnog or milk punch, often enjoyed during the christmas season.

Soursop 3109 3815 185 food Tropical fruit of annona muricata tree native to the americas and caribbean.

Huda_Kattan 5849 2715 181 business
American makeup artist, beauty blogger, and founder of huda beauty. born 

in okc.

Canva 8947 9536 179 technology
Graphic design platform used for creating social media graphics and 

presentations. competes with google and microsoft in office software 

Pope_Francis 9901 8881 178 other Page about pope francis, the head of the catholic church since 2013.

Datura 5784 3432 174 medicine
Genus of highly poisonous, vespertine-flowering plants in the nightshade 

family. commonly known as thornapples or jimsonweeds.

Average_human_height_by_country 8681 8603 173 science
Page that provides average adult human height by country or geographical 

region through two tables.

Half-Life_(video_game) 1963 3321 166 computer game
1998 fps game developed by valve corporation, known as their debut 

product and the first game in the half-life series.

Valve_Corporation 2379 2988 46 computer game
Us video game developer, publisher, and digital distribution company. it is 

known for developing the steam platform and popular franchises like hal...

Costco 4598 4841 166 business
Us multinational corporation operating membership-only big-box retail stores 

(warehouse club)

LinkedIn 13601 10628 164 business Business and employment-focused social media platform.

Atherosclerosis 4573 5481 155 medicine
Disease where artery walls develop abnormalities (lesions) that can cause 

narrowing. symptoms often appear in middle age.

John_D._Rockefeller 6467 6655 144 business
Wealthy american business magnate and philanthropist who founded the 

standard oil company and revolutionized the petroleum industry.

Asda 1543 2712 143 business British supermarket chain, acquired by walmart in 1999.

Ferrari 3893 4779 143 brand
Italian luxury sports car manufacturer, known for producing high-

performance supercars and grand tourers. founded by enzo ferrari in 1939.

Steve_Ballmer 2800 3727 143 business
American billionaire businessman and investor, served as ceo of microsoft 

(2000-2014)

List_of_AMD_Ryzen_processors 4660 5041 142 technology
Family of x86-64 microprocessors from amd, based on the zen 

microarchitecture.

Ship_of_Theseus 10573 3829 141 philosophy
Thought experiment about whether an object with all replaced components 

remains the same. has applications in philosophy of identity.

Peter_Nygård 1418 2338 141
Finnish-canadian businessman, fashion exec, and convicted felon who 

founded nygård international, a women's apparel company.

Hawaiian_Airlines 1115 2241 139 airline
Hawaiian airline and the largest operator of flights to and from hawaii. tenth-

largest commercial airline in the us.
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Ready_or_Not_(video_game) 5261 2301 138 computer game
Tactical first-person shooter game published by void interactive for microsoft 

windows.

Cocoon_(video_game) 1182 1507 124 computer game
2023 puzzle adventure game where the player controls a beetle that can 

hop between worlds, solving puzzles. it received positive reviews.

Hi-Fi_Rush 1236 1407 116 computer game
Rhythm-based action game developed by tango gameworks and published 

by bethesda softworks.

Sahara_India_Pariwar 1506 2191 137 business
Indian conglomerate operating in finance, real estate, sports & healthcare. 

founded in 1978, headquartered in lucknow, india.

Bright's_disease 2525 2635 137 disease
Historical classification of kidney diseases characterized by swelling, 

presence of albumin in urine, and often accompanied by high blood 

Whose_Line_Is_It_Anyway?_(American_TV_series)3207 3232 132
British radio program later turned tv show about short-form improvisational 

comedy.

Stephanie_Courtney 1084 2567 132 advertising
American actress and comedian, best known for playing the character flo in 

progressive commercials.

Grigori_Perelman 1084 2223 127 scientist
Russian mathematician known for contributions to geometric analysis, 

riemannian geometry, and geometric topology.

Marco_Pierre_White 2927 3195 121 chef
British chef, restaurateur, and television personality. first british chef to be 

awarded three michelin stars.

Sniffies 2023 2090 121 website
Interactive, map-based hookup web app for gay, bisexual, and bicurious 

guys. users can view profiles and chat with potential partners in their area.

The_Daily_Wire 2009 3076 120 business Conservative news and opinion website.

Tamarind 2193 3483 119 food
Leguminous tree native to tropical africa and asia, bearing edible fruit. 

genus tamarindus is monotypic and belongs to the family fabaceae.

List_of_countries_by_GDP_(nominal)_per_capita11471 11025 116 finance
List of countries ranked by their gdp per capita, which is an indicator of 

standard of living, but not a measure of personal income. varies due to ...

Vince_McMahon 5212 6185 115 business
American businessman, media proprietor and professional wrestling 

executive.

MacKenzie_Scott 4734 4438 111 philanthropist
Philanthropist and novelist known for her net worth of us$27 billion and her 

contributions to charity.

Paul_Karason 1232 1902 111
medical 

condition

Wikipedia page about paul karason, an american whose skin turned blue 

after taking colloidal silver.

Jupiter 6402 6427 106 science
Gas giant planet, fifth from the sun, with a mass more than 2.5 times that of 

all other planets combined. its rapid rotation creates an oblate shap...

Echolalia 1361 1892 102 syndrome
Repetitive vocalization of another person's speech. common in autism 

spectrum disorder and tourette syndrome.

Harvard_University 10168 8069 100 university Private ivy league research university in cambridge, massachusetts.

Assassin's_Creed_Syndicate 1083 2168 99 computer game
Action-adventure video game set in london during the second industrial 

revolution, where twin assassins jacob and evie frye take back the city 

Jennifer_Flavin 3057 4387 99 business American entrepreneur and business owner.

Geminids 5933 1683 94 science
Meteor shower caused by the object 3200 phaethon, a palladian asteroid 

with a 'rock comet' orbit. unlike other major meteor showers, it does not ...
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Programme_for_International_Student_Assessment1471 1689 93 education
Study by the oecd to evaluate education systems based on 15-year-old 

students' performance in math, science, and reading.

Vagina 6045 6060 92 anatomy
Part of the female genital tract that allows for sexual intercourse and birth. it 

extends from the vestibule to the cervix.

Lemon 1904 2615 90 food
Small evergreen tree native to asia, primarily northeast india (assam), 

northern myanmar, or china.

Slope 2626 1888 89 science
Mathematical concept that describes the direction and steepness of a line 

using the letter m as a symbol. calculated as the ratio of vertical chang...

Specials_(Unicode_block) 2541 1647 84 technology
Unicode block of characters at the end of the basic multilingual plane, 

allocated at u+fff0–ffff.

List_of_Unicode_characters 4422 4517 62 technology
Collection of 149,878 unicode characters, covering 161 scripts and symbol 

sets. it includes the multilingual european character set subset and prov...

Fidelity_Investments 2473 1986 79 business
Multinational financial services corporation based in boston. it is one of the 

largest asset managers in the world with $4.3 trillion in assets und...

Mandelbrot_set 2047 2659 78 science
Complex two-dimensional set with simple definition but exhibits great 

complexity when magnified.

Blackstone_Inc. 3380 2274 77 business
Us alternative investment management company. a major player in private 

equity, real estate, credit, infrastructure, hedge funds, and insurance.

Stockholm_syndrome 2917 3782 77 syndrome
Proposed condition where hostages develop psychological bond with 

captors. contested illness due to lack of research.

Academic_grading_in_the_United_States 4440 2805 76 education
System of academic grading in the united states using letter grades to 

assess student performance.

Hagia_Sophia 4446 4837 75 historical site
Historic mosque and cultural site in istanbul, turkey, originally a church, now 

a museum.

List_of_trigonometric_identities 2956 3188 75 science
List of equalities involving trigonometric functions, true for all defined values 

of the variables.

Unilever 3690 3333 74 business
British multinational fast-moving consumer goods company that produces a 

wide range of products including food, beauty, cleaning, and personal care...

Lever_Brothers 1317 547 29 business
British manufacturing company founded in 1885. merged with margarine 

unie to form unilever in 1929.

Rutracker.org 1788 2377 72 website
Russian bittorrent tracker with millions of registered users and a vast 

collection of torrents.

Scratch_(programming_language) 2977 2176 71 programming
Block-based visual programming language and website aimed at children as 

an educational tool. target audience: ages 8 to 16.

Liberty_University 1482 2546 71 university
Private evangelical christian university in lynchburg, virginia affiliated with 

the southern baptist conservatives of virginia (southern baptist co...

Double-slit_experiment 4899 2888 70 science
Physics experiment showing wave-particle duality by demonstrating that 

light and matter can behave as both waves and particles.

Poinsettia 10882 7175 66 plant
Commercially important flowering plant native to mexico and central 

america, known for its red and green foliage. used in christmas displays, not 

Creative_Commons 3638 2181 65 business
Non-profit org & int'l network promoting educational access & expanding 

creative works available for legal building & sharing.

Factitious_disorder_imposed_on_another 1508 1472 65
medical 

condition

Mental health disorder where a caregiver induces illness in someone, often 

their child, for attention.
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IPod 2066 2186 64 product
Discontinued series of portable media players and multi-purpose mobile 

devices designed by apple inc.

Space 1471 1925 63 science
Three-dimensional continuum of positions and directions, considered 

fundamental to understanding the physical universe.

Volcanic_explosivity_index 2529 1595 63 science
Measure of volcanic eruption explosiveness based on volume, cloud height, 

and observations. devised in 1982.

What_If...?_(TV_series) 4178 3616 62 Tv series with multiple alternate scenarios and possibilities.

Walt_Disney_Animation_Studios 2374 3293 61 business
American animation studio known as walt disney animation studios (wdas) 

that creates animated features and short films for the walt disney 

World's_fair 1691 2353 60 event
Global exhibition showcasing nations' achievements, also called fun 

exhibition or expo. held worldwide for 3-6 months.

Eggs_Benedict 3295 1586 60 food
Popular american breakfast dish of english muffin topped with canadian 

bacon, poached egg, and hollandaise sauce.

Legality_of_cannabis_by_U.S._jurisdiction 2966 2660 59 law
Legalization of cannabis by u.s. jurisdictions and its medical and 

recreational use despite federal prohibition.

Atrial_fibrillation 5175 2864 59
medical 

condition

Heart arrhythmia characterized by rapid and irregular beating of the atrial 

chambers. can lead to heart failure, dementia, and stroke.

Arrhythmia 3094 1483 35 disease
Heart condition characterized by irregularities in the heartbeat, including 

abnormally fast or slow rhythms. it can have a range of symptoms and ma...

Privacy_policy 1329 1614 58 business
Statement or legal document that discloses how a party collects, uses, and 

manages customer data.

Mercury_(element) 3779 3298 58
chemical 

compound

Chemical element with symbol hg, atomic number 80. known as quicksilver, 

it is the only metallic element that is liquid at standard temperature and...

Betelgeuse 4200 2858 57 science
Red supergiant star, one of the largest visible to the naked eye and the 

second-brightest in the constellation of orion.

Attention_deficit_hyperactivity_disorder 5663 5434 55 syndrome
Neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by inattention, hyperactivity, 

and impulsivity that are pervasive, impairing, and age-inappropriate.

University_of_St_Andrews 3479 1500 54 medicine
University in st andrews, scotland. includes st mary's college school of 

medicine.

Tirzepatide 1681 1625 53 medicine
Antidiabetic medication for type 2 diabetes and weight loss. administered 

through injection, it may cause side effects.

7_Up 1208 1577 52 brand
Lemon-lime-flavored soft drink brand, known as 7 up (or seven up), 

produced in america.

Cassava 2773 3093 49 food
Woody shrub native to south america, cultivated as an annual crop for its 

edible starchy root tuber, major source of carbohydrates.

Sweetbread 1501 1825 48 food
Culinary name for the thymus or pancreas, typically from calf or lamb. rich 

flavor and tender texture. served as appetizer or main course.

Flipper_Zero 1318 1587 47 technology
Portable tamagotchi-like device for interaction with access control systems. 

can read, copy, and emulate rfid and nfc tags. announced through kicks...

University_of_Washington 1475 1849 46 university
Public research university in seattle, washington. founded in 1861, it is one 

of the oldest universities on the west coast.

List_of_S&P_500_companies 3713 3522 46
Stock market index consisting of 503 common stocks issued by 500 large-

cap companies traded on american stock exchanges.
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Myasthenia_gravis 2683 2822 46 disease
Neuromuscular junction disease causing skeletal muscle weakness. 

commonly affects eyes, face, and swallowing. can cause double vision, 

Pomelo 3348 3640 45 food
Large citrus fruit and the ancestor of grapefruit. belongs to the rutaceae 

family.

List_of_ISO_639-1_codes 2835 2814 45 technology
Standardized nomenclature used to classify languages with two-letter (639-

1) and three-letter (639-2 and 639-3) abbreviations.

Bill_Nye 2287 2642 43 scientist
Science educator, mechanical engineer, and tv presenter. best known as 

the host of the show bill nye the science guy.

Team_Ninja 1136 1094 42 computer game
Japanese video game developer and division of koei tecmo, founded in 

1995 as part of tecmo. best known for franchises such as ninja gaiden, dead 

Bell_pepper 1675 1823 42 food
Fruit of plants in the capsicum annuum species. cultivated in various colors, 

used as a vegetable in cooking.

Lorem_ipsum 3714 3512 41 publishing
Placeholder text commonly used in publishing and graphic design to 

demonstrate visual form without meaningful content.

Obsessive–compulsive_disorder 2813 3223 40
Mental disorder where individuals have intrusive thoughts (obsession) and 

perform repetitive routines (compulsions) to relieve distress.

Orient_Express 1235 1454 40 transportation
Long-distance passenger train service that operated from 1883 until 2009, 

synonymous with intrigue and luxury rail travel.

Fashion 2847 2215 40 business
Term used to describe the creation of clothing, footwear, accessories, 

cosmetics, and jewellery that represent different cultural aesthetics.

2010s_in_fashion 1080 454 15 fashion
Decade in fashion characterized by hipster and athleisure trends, as well as 

a revival of 1980s and 1990s styles.

Jamie_Oliver 4192 3055 39 chef
British celebrity chef, restaurateur, and cookbook author known for his 

casual approach to cuisine.

John_Romero 1594 1189 39 computer game
Co-founder of id software and a pioneer in the fps genre, known for 

designing games like doom and quake.

Wolfenstein_3D 1078 979 22 computer game
First-person shooter video game released in 1992. player assumes the role 

of b.j. blazkowicz, an allied spy, as he escapes from a nazi prison and c...

Thalidomide 2074 2358 38 medicine
Oral medication for cancers, graft-versus-host disease, and skin disorders. a 

known teratogen with severe birth defect risks.

Geologic_time_scale 2141 2223 35 science Representation of time based on the rock record of earth.

Hudson's_Bay_Company 1436 1557 34 business
Canadian retail business group, initially a fur trading business. it is now the 

largest and oldest corporation in canada, operating retail stores n...

Anise 1789 1706 32 food
Flowering plant native to the mediterranean and southwest asia, widely used 

to flavor food, candy, and alcoholic drinks.

Heian_period 1103 1158 32 historical period
Period in japanese history (794-1185) characterized by a decline in chinese 

influences, the peak of the imperial court, and the emergence of vernac...

Life_expectancy 2704 2124 32 science
Measure of the span of a life. most commonly used measure is life 

expectancy at birth (leb).

Airship 1084 1269 32 technology
Type of aerostat or lighter-than-air aircraft that can navigate through the air 

under its own power.

White_Russian_(cocktail) 2046 2047 31 food
Vodka-based cocktail made with coffee liqueur, cream, and ice. it is served 

in an old fashioned glass.
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Gunpowder 1843 1978 30
chemical 

compound

Chemical explosive mixture of sulfur, carbon, and potassium nitrate. used in 

firearms, artillery, and pyrotechnics.

Apple_M2 1071 1179 29 technology
Series of arm-based socs by apple inc. for mac and ipad pro, serving as cpu 

and gpu for enhanced performance.

Apple_silicon 1086 1148 18 technology
Series of processors designed by apple mainly using arm architecture, used 

in macs, iphone, ipad, and other apple devices.

MacBook_Pro 1175 1284 16 brand
Line of mac laptops by apple inc., introduced in 2006. it is the higher-end 

lineup in the macbook family, sold with 14-inch and 16-inch screens, us...

Tonsil_stones 1656 1640 29
medical 

condition

Condition where mineralized debris accumulates in the tonsils, causing 

symptoms like bad breath, sore throat, and cough.

Phonograph 1271 1550 25 technology
Device for mechanical and analogue recording and reproduction of sound, 

also called a gramophone.

Hazelnut 1563 1582 25 food
Fruit used in snacks, baking, and confectionery. turkey is the largest 

producer.

Ice 1148 1201 21 science
Solid form of water, forming at or below freezing temperatures. it is 

abundant on earth's surface and plays a key role in the water cycle and 

Macaroni_and_cheese 1528 1177 21 food
Dish of macaroni and a cheese sauce, with origins dating back to the 14th 

century in italy and medieval england.

Destiny_2 2354 1238 21 computer game
Free-to-play online first-person shooter video game developed by bungie, 

released in 2017 for playstation 4, xbox one, and windows.

Mons_pubis 1478 1479 20 anatomy
Rounded mass of fatty tissue over the pubic symphysis, forming the anterior 

portion of the vulva. its size varies with hormonal changes.

Rutgers_University 1372 1454 15 education Public land-grant research university with four campuses in new jersey.

Yahtzee 1434 1113 15 board game
Dice game developed by milton bradley and marketed as yahtzee by edwin 

s. lowe in 1956. players score points by rolling dice to make combinations. 
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#povs 290 K 4729 M trend
Trend on tiktok where users create point of view videos to tell a story or share an 

experience.

#pawnshop 22 K 2789 M business Buying and selling items at a pawnshop.

#coquette 176 K 2516 M fashion
Fashion trend that embodies a flirtatious and seductive style. it is associated with 

aesthetics, downtown vibes, and the influence of lana del rey.

#coquetteaesthetic 56 K 815 M fashion
Trendy aesthetic that combines flirtatious and feminine elements with a vintage-

inspired style.

#northwest 22 K 1570 M
geographical 

region
Geographical region known for its natural beauty and diverse landscapes.

#barbz 68 K 1531 M musician Fanbase dedicated to nicki minaj, the queen of rap.

#mw3 245 K 1486 M computer game Video game

#trolls 62 K 1348 M

#sabrinacarpenter 50 K 1196 M artist Tiktok hashtag related to the artist sabrina carpenter.

#jjk 646 K 7477 M tv series Popular tiktok hashtag related to the anime series jujutsu kaisen.

#jujutsukaisenedit 134 K 1382 M tv series Tiktok hashtag about editing videos related to the anime series jujutsu kaisen.

#itadoriyuuji 62 K 1072 M tv series
Tiktok hashtag about the characters itadori yuuji, nobara kugisaki, and megumi 

fushiguro.

#jjkseason2 43 K 724 M tv series Related to the second season of the anime/manga series jujutsu kaisen.

#jujutsukaisenseason2 30 K 603 M tv series The second season of the anime series jujutsu kaisen.

#sukunaryomen 29 K 380 M anime Tiktok hashtag about the character sukuna from the anime jujutsu kaisen.

#mahito 27 K 327 M anime character Character from the anime jujutsu kaisen.

#caseoh 20 K 973 M gaming
Gaming and entertainment hashtag featuring funny moments and clips from 

various games.

#tiktokshopfinds 27 K 946 M shopping Discovering unique and interesting products and shops through tiktok.
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#giftideas 439 K 4313 M product Sharing ideas for gifts.

#giftsforher 101 K 774 M fashion
Finding the perfect gifts for women. explore unique and thoughtful gift ideas for 

her. #giftsforher

#giftsforhim 46 K 741 M fashion About finding the perfect gifts for men.

#giftidea 57 K 705 M product Finding the perfect gifts for any occasion.

#giftguide 33 K 689 M fashion
Collection of videos showcasing gift ideas and recommendations for various 

occasions.

#holidayshopping 39 K 417 M fashion Shopping for holidays.

#holidaygifts 34 K 359 M holiday Sharing and showcasing gift ideas and guides for the holiday season.

#giftideasforher 22 K 282 M fashion Gift ideas specifically for women.

#holidaygiftguide 14 K 229 M shopping Guide for finding the perfect gifts during the holiday season.

#holidaysale 9 K 55 M business Holiday sales and shopping deals.

#boxingfans 22 K 550 M sport team
Community of boxing enthusiasts who share their love for the sport and discuss 

training techniques, mindset, and the boxing lifestyle.

#jakewebber 35 K 528 M content creator
Content creator on tiktok known for his comedic videos and collaborations with 

other creators.

#johnnieguilbert 25 K 382 M musician Musician

#parking 27 K 449 M service Parking vehicles in designated areas.

#yujiitadori 44 K 444 M

#xavi 24 K 423 M

#dewalt 39 K 406 M brand Brand that specializes in power tools and equipment.

#johndeer 22 K 28 M outdoor Related to outdoor adventures, camping, and off-road vehicles.

#anker 5 K 393 M brand Brand that specializes in electronic accessories and devices.

#forex 250 K 371 M finance Foreign exchange trading.

#kinder 13 K 361 M family Children and parenting.

#filterchallenge 23 K 350 M social media
Challenge on tiktok where users showcase different filters and effects in their 

videos.
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#buldakramen 9 K 319 M food Spicy ramen dish popularized by the brand samyang.

#makeupinspo 2814 K 308 M fashion Makeup inspiration and ideas.

#hialeah 42 K 301 M geographical area City in florida known for its diverse community and vibrant culture.

#redditstories 1113 K 17830 M social media Collection of stories, experiences, and discussions shared by reddit users.

#redditstorytime 189 K 1607 M social media
On tiktok where users share interesting and entertaining stories from the popular 

online platform reddit.

#redditguy 88 K 588 M social media
Tiktok hashtag about sharing stories, experiences, and discussions related to 

reddit.

#redditstoriestts 59 K 439 M content Collection of reddit stories converted to text-to-speech format.

#redditespañol 53 K 296 M social media Tiktok hashtag about reddit in spanish.

#daveramsey 10 K 256 M finance Personal finance and getting out of debt.

#sofa 37 K 254 M furniture Furniture for the living room.

#velvet 18 K 251 M

#bows 47 K 200 M fashion
Fashion trend on tiktok that involves wearing and showcasing different types of 

bows in hairstyles and outfits.

#tradeschool 8 K 162 M education Vocational education and training for specific trades and skills.

#tractors 35 K 149 M

#tooltips 38 K 146 M DIY
Collection of short videos sharing useful tips and tricks related to tools and diy 

projects.

#popularscience 8 K 146 M science Science and popularizing scientific knowledge.

#richtok 14 K 121 M business Wealth and success in life.

#powerbank 11 K 100 M technology Portable device used to charge electronic devices on the go.

#kg1forged 17 K 98 M product Related to custom forged wheels for trucks and cars.

#moneysaving 6 K 89 M finance Saving money and financial tips.

#mw3clips 39 K 88 M computer game About call of duty: modern warfare 3 clips.

#diningtable 28 K 85 M fashion Showcasing dining tables and creative table settings.
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#bouquets 15 K 82 M fashion Floral arrangements and bouquets.

#glitterroses 5 K 55 M fashion Sparkling roses and floral arrangements with a touch of glamour.

#coinbase 78 K 72 M finance Cryptocurrency exchange platform.

#holidaymagic 5 K 71 M traditions Festive holiday traditions and spreading joy and magic during the holiday season.

#musicboxingmachine 12 K 80 M fitness Trend on tiktok that combines music and boxing machine workouts.

#boxingmachine 9 K 61 M sport
Trend on tiktok where users showcase their boxing skills or demonstrate the use 

of a boxing machine.

#holidaylights 6 K 49 M holiday Festive holiday lights and decorations.

#eternalroses 10 K 75 M fashion Preserved roses that last forever.

#eternalflowers 6 K 47 M fashion Everlasting beauty and love expressed through flowers.

#decompressionvideo 22 K 46 M entertainment About immersive and humorous videos that help people decompress and relax.

#cryptotrends 68 K 41 M finance The latest trends and developments in the world of cryptocurrency.

#businesssuccess 15 K 37 M business Achieving success in business through effective strategies and leadership skills.

#linus 6 K 35 M technology Tech-related content about linus tech tips and computer hardware.

#itsthemostwonderfultimeoftheyear10 K 30 M traditions The most wonderful time of the year, filled with joy, love, and festive celebrations.

#memetshirts 20 K 30 M fashion Funny shirts and memes.

#trendingpost 12 K 28 M

#makingmememories 15 K 28 M family Creating and cherishing memorable moments with family and friends.

#officesupplies 12 K 20 M business Office supplies and related items used in a workplace.


